LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank
OF

ELLSWORTH

IT WILL PAY YOU
AT ALL TIMES AND ESPECIALLY IN THESE
TIMES
TO OO YOUR BANKING
BUSINESS.
CHECK
AND
SAVINGS, WITH THIS FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBER
BANK—

I

I

BECAUSE. $2,200,000,000 of Gold reserve is back of
every member bank, available at their call when
needed,
i BECAUSE. The rigid restrictions of the National and
Reserve
Systems
regutre a Directorate of strength,
3
“i, character and ability—such as the Liberty National's.
I per cent, for your savings Interest
begins monthly.
*
per cent, on SAOO, UH per rent, on *10,000 and
over,
cheek

account,

O nly Ellsworth Bank In the Federal
Reserve

Swift’s
Climax

ll> ....••.lOi.'.r*

Shortening,

In bulk

twenty-pound tubs.

or

Coffee,

lb .40^

It is the fine drinking quality that makes this coffee

popular.

Shredded Wheat Biscuits,
It is the

same

package

....

kind that costs 20 per cent, more at

15<*

other stores.

Hulled Oats in

bulk, pound.0i

:>«*

It saves you good money to buy rolled oats at this
store.

White

Potatoes,

bushel

..•

We have the finest lot we have

Puritan

ever

SI.75

•.

seen.

Flour, one-eighth barrel.$1.80

The price Is low, the quality Is high.

Onions,

peek.50<f

Medium size, and dry.

Larro

Dairy Ration,

bag.ST.15

j>er

If you want your cows to be healthy.
If you want your cows to give more milk,
If you want your

cows

to

make more money for you,

Then feed LARRO DAIRY RATION.

„J
3 .Cash,

♦

and

Carry

Grocer,

Ell swortk
■'

~

F="~

■

D. E. Lirmehan’s

A

"

-A.* HAYNES

*7T

==^

Garage

DODGE AGENCY
—.

One

Dodge Car Ready

for Immediate

Delivery

PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE
TELEPHONE

L

WATER STREET, ELLSWORTH.

ME.

I

Irene chapter. O. E. 8., will hold

regular

meeting

Friday

a

evening.

.Supper will be served at 6.30.
The time table on the Maine CenNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
tral changed this
week to winter
schedule, except that the New York
J. A. Haynes.
express will continue running until ;
Legal Notices.
next Sunday, and the Sunday train
Mrs. J. A. French.
will
continue on the branch until
Liberty National Dana.
October 24., The time table on page
Classified Advertisements.
5 and mail schedule on this page have
American Legion Entertainmentcourse
been corrected to date.
To avoid a collision with another
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
/car while driving on the Mariaville
Ellsworth I’oatofllce.
road near Reed's brook Sunday, Mrs.
George S. Foster turned her car to
MAILS RECEIVED
■the side of the road and struck a
From West—6.47 a. m., 4.31 p. m.
culvert that was concealed by grass.
From East—11.11 a. m., 6.27 p. m.
.The occupants of the car were thrown
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
out. Miss Charlotte Sawyer receiving
a severe cut on the forehead and Miss
Going West—10.40 a. m., 6 p. m.
Hannah Holmes a cut on one arm.
Going East—6.15 a. m., 4 p. m.
Mrs. Foster and her two daughters
Sunday arrives from West at 8.16 a.
Nestor Walrus of Bangor was arm.; closes for West at 4.50 p.
m.
No
rested by Sheriff Wescott near Green
mail East Sunday.
Lake Friday evening, charged with
Registered mail should be at post- driving a
car
while
Intoxicated.
office half an hour before mall closes.
Walrus had taken a car belonging to
a Bangor woman of his acquaintance,
and driven off with it.
The woman
F. H. Osgood of Boston is spending
gave chase in a public car, located
a few' weeks in Ellsw’orth.
him at Green Lake, and then came on
The Thursday club will meet this
to Ellsworth to make complaint to
week with Mrs. R. B. Mathews.
Sheriff Wescott. who drove to Green
At the next regular meeting of Lake and placed Walrus under arrest.
Nokomis Rebekah lodge, October 5,
He was arraigned in the Ellsworth
supper will be served at 6.30.
municipal court Saturday, before ReJohn W. Coughlin brought to The corder T. F.
Mahoney, and fined $100
American office Monday morning a and costs of over $17, which he
paid.
cluster of ripe and green wild strawThe many friends of .1. A. Jameson
berries, picked by him that morning of
Lynn, Mass., formerly of Ellson the Stabawl road.
worth. will regret to hear of his
The union young people's meeting death, which occurred at a
hospital in
will be held this week Friday eve- Lynn last week.
"Uncle John,” as
ning at the Baptist church at 7.30. he was familiarly called, was a favMiss Wilda Jordan of Gordon bible orite among young and old on acschool will lead the meeting.
All
young people and others interested
wit. ever ready
with
an
original
are invited.
answer or pleasant story.
When a
A dance will be given at Hancock
young man he joined the Lygonia
hall this evening, by some of the lodge. F. and A. M.. but on moving
to Massachusetts transferred to Mt.
young people of the city, for the
benefit of the high school building Carmel lodge, Lynn, where his family
He was a brother of G.
fund.
Sinclair’s orchestra of tour now resides.
ltyron Jameson and Mrs. Greenly
pieces will play.
all
three
Smith,
passing away within
Services next Sunday morning at
a year.
He leaves a sister, Mrs. C.
the Baptist church at 10.30.
The
Lord’s Supper will be observed. Sun- E. Cousins, of this city.
County Agent Bridges, while at the
day school at 11.45. Evening meeting at 7.30.
The afternoon service Eastern States exposition in Springfield, Mass., judged or estimated with
will he at Trenton at 2.30.
thousands of others, a herd of cows
Charles P. DeLalttre and wife,
on their production
for
the
past
who spent the last month at and
The winner of this contest
about Bar Harbor, leave for Minne- year.
was to receive a pure-bred
Jersey
sota to-day, going by auto as far
calf.
When the final
results were
as Waterville with W. H. DeLalttre
it
was found that County
tabulated,
*md wife of Salisbury Cove.
Agent Bridges had come the closest
Henry L. Moor of Ellsworth ex- of the several thousands of people in
pects in November to cast his seven- estimating the total
of
production
teenth vote for president.
Mr. Moor the herd, coming within two
pounds
cast his first vote in a presidential
of the actual figures, and he won the
election in 1864 for John C. Fremont, calf.
As Mr. Bridges has no use for
the first presidential candidate of the the calf at this
time, he sold It on the
republican party.
exposition grounds.
Dr. F. P. Laffin has entered the
Paul D. Tapley, son of Mr. and
hospital at Bangor for an operation Mrs. O. W. Tapley of Ellsworth, is in
for appendicitis.
The case is not in the private
hospital of his uncle. Dr.
acute form. Dr. Lafiln having been
Eugene Tapley, in Belfast, suffering
troubled for some time, and submit- from injuries received in an automoting to the operation now as a pre- bile accident last Tuesday evening.
caution against more serious trouble. Paul, who is
employed in a bank in
Dana, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Belfast, was driving
his
father’s
Austin. Is ill. and infantile paralysis small runabout, when a forward tire
is feared, though the physicians do came off on a turn, and
the car
not all agree on this diagnosis;
As turned over.
The young man with
a
Health him escaped injury, and Paul insisted
however.
.precaution,
Officer Woodruff has established a I that he was not hurt,
though someMr. Aus- what dazed.
quarantine or the patient.
They were picked up
|
tin is living down town while his by another car and taken to
Belfast,
family is under quarantine.
and his companion left Paul in his
The eleventh annual bazaar and room.
It was nearly 10 o'clock the
dance of Nicolin grange will be held following
forenoon, when his comat the grange hall in North Ellsworth
panion of the evening before, learnnext Wednesday
Oct.
6. ing that Paul had not
evening,
appeared at
There will be booths for the sale of the bank in the
morning, started an
aprons and fancy work, ice-cream
and
Paul
was
investigation,
found in
and candy.
Music for the dance
his room, unconscious.
The people
will be furnished by Higgins' orches- with whom he hoarded
were
away
A chicken gupper will be served
tra.
from home.
His left collar bone is
at 11.30.
bioken. and he received a severe blow
The annual fair of the North Ells- on the head, but it is hoped no seriworth Farmers’ Club will open to- ous consequences will result from
and
continue
day.
to- this.
through
morrow. closing with a dance and
-oThere will be
DOST WOMAN HERE.
supper in the evening.
racing to-morrow afternoon, a 2.30
race
a free-for-all and a farmers’
Does Not Know Her Own Name or
race being on the card.
The famous
W here Her Home Is.
North Ellsworth meals will be served
Sheriff Wescott of Ellsworth is
each day.
still awaiting some clue to the idenJoseph Sukey of Bangor, a brake- tity of the woman whom he has been 1
caring for since Sunday, when she
man. was caught between the couplings of two freight cars at the Ells- was landed in Ellsworth by an autoworth station Friday noon, receiving mobile party which picked her up
near Phillips Lake at
her request, I
severe internal
He
was
injuries.
After
given first aid in Ellsworth, and then and brought her to Ellsworth.
about
the
taken to the hospital in Bangor.
aimlessly
His wandering
condition was reported yesterday as streets for some hours, Sheriff Wescott took her in charge, and is still
critical.
Albert Maddocks received a broken entertaining her at the jailhouse,
she is not under arrest.
though
ankle and severe bruises in a collision
The woman is about seventy years
between an automobile and motorof age, shabbily dressed, of large
cycle at the corner of School and
Church streets Saturday afternoon. build, and hail with her a number of
Mrs. M. R. Head was driving her car cheaply-bound bibles which she said
she was selling.
She had 75 cents
east on Church st. and Mr. Maddocks
in mone>.
She is apparently deon his motorcycle, was riding south
and
is
unable
to tell her
ranged,
Neither could see
on School street.
her home or her friends. When
the other until too late to avoid a name,
questioned, she wanders off unconBoth
collision.
machines
were
nectediy and irrelevantly, though usslightly damaged.
City Marshal John A. Stuart does ing good language.
Though her detention here has
not have to stray far from the postbeen given wide publicity in the paoffice corner to get game.
Yesterday
of the State, so tar Sheriff Wesmorning a partridge scaled down pers
cott has not received one faint clue
from above the First National B^nk
to her identity.
crashed against the
building and
plate glass window in the Redman
Bonus for Service Men.
State
street.
building on
City
Marshal Stuart picked up the bird,
The members of the State soldiers’
which was fatally injured by its con- bonus board, Adjt. Gen'l George McL.
tact with the glass.
Presson, State Auditor Roy L. WardThe first meeting for the season of well and tate Treas. Joseph W.
the woman's club will be held at the Simpson, are now preparing blanks
home of Mrs. C. R. Burrill Tuesday, for service men and women to make
Oct. 5, at 3 o'clock.
Miss Cordelia application for a bonus of 1100, the
Stanwood will give a paper on “The matter having been approved by the
Architecture of Our Common Birds." voters at the recent State election.
A musical program will follow.
VisDuring the preparation of the
itors from the Castine woman’s club blanks it is requested that service
are
expected. Light refreshments men and women send their addresses
will be served.
The committee on to the adjutant general at Augusta.
program is arranging a very interest- These are to be placed on file, and as
ing and instructive program for the soon as the application blanks are
(Winter, and it is hoped that the club printed they will be mailed.
will
have
a
It is estimated that 31,000 men
large membership.
Speakers from out of town will ad- and women are eligible to receive the
dress the club from time to time.
gratuity.
—

AMERICAN LEGION

ENTERTAINMENT

COURSE

Under Autpice* of Frank E. Whitmore Post

|

HANCOCK HALL, ELLSWORTH, MAINE
October 8—Visocchi Tina
November 11—Scott-Bates Co.
December 2—Weller Trio
December 20—Del Mar

Quartette

March 21—Hawaiian's

dance after each

entertainment

Course Tickets, Reserved, Including Tax, $2.20
Single Tickets, 39
Reserved

and 55c

Seats on Sale at

Dance Tickets, 55c

F. C. Scott’s, beginning October

i.

LOOK at this cutc^
or°m.an ,orlglaal photograph of one
Then place your order°uf.,.plant8ua for
ffJwKh
1TED
STRAWBERRY

«»

r,.

Dari!

,,&Te

^'kman™'

PLANTS

$8.00 [M r 100
the following varieties:
Branclywine' olen Mary-

T*ie Everbearer,

also Progressive
Pla“ts will be ready for
and
tbrough

«binm^P?rb

October1

^ept«mber

It...

n""UJCK COUNTY MURSERY AND SEED CO.,
i

SURRY, MAINE |

What Makes a Bank
Grow?
The
never

patronage

bank receives from

a

a

is

community

greater than the community’s good will toward

it. This good will
fully performed.

is the fruit of service well and faith-

It was not chance that lifted this Company to the
esteem in which it is held. It has been built upon the
foundation of sound banking and fair dealing.
As a member of this community you are invited to
avail of this service which others have found so profitable.

I'MONto'ST Company
of Ell swortii,Maine

i

SAVE YOUR MONEY
THE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS

|

BANK OF

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

HAs ALREADY PAID 04 SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDENDS
The last dividend

was

at the rate of 4

per cent, com-

pounded semi-annually

^ie ^me t° protect yourself with
Don’t start the
talk with me about it.

NflUf

Automobile
until you

’s

an

Liability Policy.

car

W.
SPRINGFIELD

Tapley

Company

EXPOSITION.

Maine Wins Honors in Big Agricultural Show.
Maine was well represented at the
Eastern States Exposition of America
held at Springfield. Mass., last week.
The stock or pig demonstration team
from Hancock county, consisting of
Ralph Young of Hancock, Horace
Estey of Ellsworth and Donald Lord
of East Surry, took third place in
the
demonstration
competition
against teams representing all
the
other eastern states.
Considering
the short time which County Agent
Bridges had for training them, this
was
a
very
good showing.
The

COMING

EVENTS.

Wednesday evening, Sept. 29, at’
Hancock hall—Dance, for benefit of
high school building fund. Tickets,
35 and 55 cents.
Friday, Oct. 8, at Hancock hall—
Concert by Visocchi musical trio, under auspices of Frank E. Whitmore
post, American Legioh.
Followed by
dance.
Tickets. 39 and 55 cents.
Reserved seats on sale at F. C. Scott's
store beginning October 1.
Dance
tickets. 55 cents.
Wednesday, Oct.

j

team
potato-judging
representing
Maine, and coming from Aroostook
county, took first place in the interstate competition in Springfield. This
once more brings Maine into the limelight as the foremost State.

6,

at

Nicolin

grange hall, North Ellsworth—Annual bazaar and dance.
in-

Tickets,

cluding tax,

55 cents; ladies. 10
Chicken supper, per couple.

cents.

$2.

Wednesday, Oct. 6, at Hancock
hall—Methodist fair. New England

dinner at noon, 35 cents.
“A Country Kid" in the evening, 35 and 50
states, held at the exposition on Fri- l cents; children, 25 cents.
Oct. 15-16—Annual county contort
day, Maine was well represented by
an
excellent float, which was dec- ! of boys’ and girls' clubs at Hancock
in
orated
white and green paper and hall, Ellsworth.
bunting, all interwoven with pine
FAIR DATES.
cones and branches.
It was headed
Sept. 29 and 30—North Ellsworth
by a sign bearing the State motto, Fair.
|
“Dirigo,” “we lead, others follow."
Sept. 29—Mariaville grange fair.
The body was a forest of pine trees,
Sept. 29—Highland grange fair,
and this float was considered the best
in the pageant.
Great credit for the North Penobscot.
Oct. 1—Franklin grange fair.
success of the float must be giver, to
Oct. 6—Greenwood
Commissioner Philbrook of the Maine
grange fair,
State department of agriculture for Eastbrook.
his assistance in preparing it.
The State of Maine exhibit, put on
ANNOUNCEMENT.
by the department of agriculture, atMrs. R. E. Stevens wisheB to antracted a great deal of attention and
praise, and will go a great ways in ; nounco the opening of a private kinadvertising Maine as an agricultural dergarten September 7, at her home on
State.
Spruce street. Any child between the
-o| ages of four and seven years may regGame Inspectors.
| ister. Plan to offer first and second
The department of inland fisheries j grade work as desired. For particuand game has announced the appoint- I lars apply at once to Mrs. R. E. Stevens,
ment for the season of 1920 of the | phone 65-4.—Advt.
special inspectors who are authorized
to tag game which is being
transported by non-residents in motor vehicles.
The inspectors for Hancock county
are Orrin M. Clement, Ellsworth; L
No cooking
E. Crosby, Amherst; J. H. Macomber. j To assist in Housework.
or washing
Ellsworth; John R, Shuman, Great
Pond; W. P Wadleigh, town clerk.
Bar Harbor; C. M. "Wilson, BucksMRS. J. A. FRENCH
port.
30 Birch Avenue,Ellsworth, Me.
In

the mammoth

pageant of the

boys’ and girls’ clubs of the

eastern

j

|

GIRL WANTED

J.

A.
119

THOMPSON
rs/IAIISI STREET

F'iro, Marine and Automobile Insurance
Representing
tqultable F*ir© eirtci Marine Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, COiVN.

C. O. BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1807-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the

leading companies

WHILE THEY LAST

of this and

foreign eountile#

First quality lenses for
45 to 85 years
of
age,

people
in

from

all-shell

frames, including examination, while
they last, 17. Bought at old prices;
you get the benefit.
Don't wait.

Edward H. Baker
ELLSWORTH
Optometrist nnd Registered
Eye Specialist.
Office Over Moore’s Drug 111n
64 Court street (Bridge Hill).
Telephone connection.
Graduate

MUTUAL

BENEFIT COLUMN.
Madge.**

MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.
purposes of this column are
succinctly stated In the title and motto
! —it Is for the mutual benefit, and alms
Being for
to be helpful and hopeful.
the common good It Is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this capacity it solicits communications, and
its success depends largely on the sup: port
given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the
name of writer will not be printed exCommunications
cept by permission.
will be subject to approval or rejection
by the editor of the column, hut none
will be rejected without good reason.
Address all communications to The
American. Ellsworth. Me.
The

South Penobscot.
Mrs. Sue Clement and Miss Gladys
Patterson of South Orringt on spent
the week-end with Mrs. Percy Perkins.
of
Elmore Roberts and bride,
Providence, R. I., are spending a tew
w66ks h6r@
Merl Grindle.
Burr Mitchell and
Dark
who have been employed at
Harbor, came home Saturday.
is
who
attending
Miss Amy Grindle,
school at Castine, spent the week-end
with her grandparents, Arthur Grindle and wife.
Miss billian Binder. R. N„ is in
Brooklin caring for Kendall Allen,
who was operated upon recently.
RSept. 27.
-o-;-

West Snrry.
was taken very
ill last week, is better.
had his arm
S. G. Cunningham
broken while cranking his car.
are reCarter
Albert
Mrs.
Mr. and
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son, born Sept. 20.
LSept. 27.

Guy Carlisle, who

was good we believe would not have
been tolerated.

SIX MONTHS I
COULD NOT WORK

Edited by M.4u»t

•

•

«

The following is a copy of a letter
printed in the September Farm and
Fireside, and relates to those writers
in
life
who try to introduce farm
their stories:
"I, a farmer, rise to plead with the
writer who is forevermore picturing
the farmer as a hayseed with chin

J
■

!

j

afford to waste any strength in fighting poor digestion.
*
Quick, regular action of the stomach, liver and bows]*
This will keep the blood pure and prevent worms.
anry.
At the slightest sign of irregularity, a dose of the reliable
whiskers and a straw between his
household remedy, "L. F." Atwood’s Medicine, will stimulate
I wish to state that the farmers i
teeth.
prompt action and restore healthful conditions. Regular uta
chin
consider
of to-day no longer
of this old favorite standby of generation* removes stomach
w’hiskers essential to successful agri- j disorders:—The full value of the food will be absorbed into
culture, and Jfcave consequently disthe blood, and nervousness, and restlessness will disappear.
carded them.
It is gratifying to know'
No weakening effects can result, as “L. F.” simply starts
that the farmer is no long^* In a state • natural action of the organa. It will be found helpful
by
of mental depravity.
Most of us are
the entire family in all case* of constipation, biliousness, or *
very well educated and have an artistick headache*. You should never be without it. Get a bottle
We
read
Milton.
tic
temperament.
today, 60c and use it when needed. “L.F.” Medicine Co.,
Stevenson and Carlyle, and some of us
Portland, Maine,

Lydia E. Pinkham’* Vegetable
Compound Made Me Strong and
Able to Work—I Recommend
It To Ail My Friends.
Bayonne, N. J. —“I had pains in back

that I could not stand caused
'••nhv female trouble.
felt so tired all the 1
time, hid bad head- :
HAPPY WITHIN.
aches, and for six
months 1 could not even write fiction. I think the farmer
Seems to me no one is happy
work. 1 was treat- Is as qualified to write of the city as
Unless they are happy within;
ed by a physician the city writer is to write of us. For
Beats all the rumpus and worry.
and took other re- instance, one writer pictured a farm
Beats all the babble and din;
medies but got no maiden sauntering forth with a keg of
Just the old hand-clappy feeling
relief. A friend told nails to fix a fence. Another had a
We knew In the days of old.
me about Lvdia E.
In the innocent mornings of childhood
poor man cutting oats in January. The
Pinkham's Vege next time you write a story In which
When the world was all gold!
table Compound and the farmer plays a part, try to do him
luii.mi;_ar.. urTh t b as helped me a little Justice.'’
Lots of us play we are happy.
I am well and strong and
•
•
•
But when we are happy way down.
very much.
now able to do my work.
I cannot
We know it without any playing.
I wish to thank the lady who so
*
thank you enough and I recommend
We wear it as kings wear a crown—
promptly responded to “Insula’s" reyour medicine to my friends who are :
It shines in our eyes and our faces.
I received a
quest for an address.
sick."—Mrs.
Susie
25
Sacatansky,
Our hands tell it all as we go;
letter from her within twenty-four
East
17th
N.
J.
St,
To love—it is one of life’s graces—
Bayonne,
It must be admitted by every fair- hours after the paper was printed,
Thank God that we know!
which enclosed a stamped envelope
minded, intelligent person, that a medi—Selected.
cine could not live and grew in popular- to be forwarded to "Insula" as the
ity for over forty years, and today bold sender only had the pen name.
a record for
such wonderful success
Dear M. B. Friends:
West Frank! in.
I am w ondering who of the readers as does Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
without
Walter Oakes and Mr. and Mrs. Ira
will be interested in the poem and Compound,
possessing great
who of them will believe it true or virtue and actual worth. Such med- Hoar of Rangeley joined Mrs. Oakes,
not.
Some of you will say, if that is icines must be looked upon and termed ! who has been visiting her daughter,
the real happiness of life, few there both standard and dependable by every < Mrs. Bradbury, for a few days' visit
be who have it; because there are so thinking persoD
here, after which they will tour this
sadden
life
and
part of the State before returning
many things to
home.
so
attendant
quench Joy;
many
1
am
Fred Gray and family of Bar Harwondering what the reading
mysteries, so many unexplainable occlasses of to-day would think of it. bor were guests at the
home
of
currences. so many vital changes In
Sometimes it seems as though in our George Coombs Friday.
human existence.
Mrs. Ella Bradbury is visiting her
It seems to me the teachings of the modern school system reading is in
column all these
years,
perhaps I | “a decline.” but surely the subjects sister at Hancock.
hundred
Frank Grindle and family and Mr.
years
should have written
one
of
ago
the as selected a
teachings, have been to cultivate hap- : would prove rather heavy for this Whitney and son of Bangor were
for
Instance, “On Sunday visitors at the home of Eupiness as far as possible. The generation—as
“Omniscience
and gene Orcutt.
poems sent me by the many helpers 1! Contentment.”
the
of
Mrs. Gerald Coombs and three chilDeity, the
are for the most part poems of cheer Omnipresence
and of hopefulness^ and we certainly Source of Consolation to Good Men.” dren. of Livermore Falls, are spendshould be remiss in duty if scattered "The Clemency and Amiable Char- ing several weeks here.
Mrs. Ambrose
Francis, who is
along the way there had not been acter of the Patriarch Joseph." "The
of
Vice."
“Gentleness," teaching at Hancock, spent the weekpoems and words of sympathy which I Slavery
of
“The
An
Cnend
here.
Injustice
would meet the need of those whose "Creation,”
Irving Salisbury and family, Mr.
happiness had been obscured for a ; charitable Spirit."
season.
Let me give two or three
The poetry includes about seventy- and Mrs. Charles Coombs, Wendell
quotations on the subject we are con- S five pages, all collected in Part II of Marston end Maynard Hodgkins, jr..
sidering :
| the reader. One poem. "On Soll- are visiting relatives at Pittsfield and
"No man is blest by accident or guess. I tude," begins “O Solitude, romantick North Jay.
True wisdom Is the price of happiness."
J. H. Osgood and family of Bluemaid!” and is over four
<n
pages
—Young.
length. There Is a distinctly re- hill were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
George Coombs.
All who Joy would win
ligious and moral tone throughout
the book, and we may not know how
Percy DeBeck and family spent the
Must share it—happiness was born s
much of the solidity of character of week-end at Bluehill.
twin.
Fred Orcutt left this week for Ot—Byron.
; the generation of that period came
from the influence of those selections. way. Ohio, to visit his nncle. John
True happiness (If understood)
It would almost seem there was no Orcutt. a former resident of Franklin.
Consists alone in doing good.
such thing as leTity known in those
Tyler Gordon has gone to North
—Thomson.
You traverse the world In search ol
days, and irreverence for that which Jay to work on stone.
Vira
Brann of Ellsworth has been
happiness, which is within the reach ol
visiting Miss Annie Dyer.
every man: a contented mind eonferi
Itch!
Itch!
Itch!
Scratch! Scratch!
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Rollins and
It upon all.
Scratch!
The more you scratch, the
daughter and Mrs. Marvel Bradbury
—Horace.
worse the itch.
Doan's
Ointment.
were business visitors at Bangor last
Try
After the above deflnitlons "Adair
For eczema, any skin itching.
«0c a
week.
Clark” will give you the "Secret ol
box.—Advt.
Mr. and Mrs.
Eastman
Hutchins
\
Happiness”:
visited at the home of Irving HodgI have lived to know that the grea
kins at Bar Harbor Sunday.
secret of human happiness
Is
this
Mrs. John Farnsworth and three
Never suffer your energies to stagnate
children are with Mr. Farnsworth at
The old adage of “too many irons ii
Machias.
the Are" conveys an untruth—you can
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Wilnot have too many—poker, tongs, am
Far
Infants
and'Children
bur deeply sympathize with them in
them
all. keep
going.
the loss of their daughter
Louise.
In
•
•
Over
•
She was a general favorite with her
associates
in
the
Franklin
I have just taken up a copy of th
high
school.
English Reader by Lindley Murrav o f
of
Signature
Mrs.
Asa
Dyer is visiting her sisgrammar fame, printed in 1824, am
ter. Mrs. Clark, at Stonington.
There
is
considerable
sickness
here, especially among the young
and lefts

so

1

After you

PHARMACY.

eat—always

take

PATONIC
.

... HBBHOBD

Instantly relieve Heartbarm. Bloated Casey
Stop# IndigsitioB, food souring. re
p«ating, and all the many mi sari— caused by

Feeling.

Acid-Stomach
EA TONIC is the best remedy. Tens of thoo»
■ends wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund nwoey.
Call and get a big box today. You will aea.

a

U.

MOORE, 58 MAU Ht.
Ellsworth, Maine

receive.
rhiu
c" d

no

can

;*

uw.es.

|

J

MOORE'S

Your child’s

health and energy depend largely upon the nutrition the blood
fTom food. All of a child’* energy n needed for growing, and

CASTOR IA
Um For

30 Years

jttfzrzr

'ndivj' J-cblcJUAt

people.

Your kitchen is your pride.
bright and clean and shining.
where we make

You want it
Our big mill

William Tell
FLOUR
is "our kitchen.”
We are proud of
ti dna we keep it
spotlessly clean.
That is one of the factors that helps
to make WILLIAM TELL the
good
flour that it is.
We know that you would delight in
this big, clean mill, and you’d pronounce it a fitting
home for a fine
flour like WILLIAM TELL.
Dust proof machines scour and grind
the wheat, and the flour is then sifted
through finest silk, put into clean,
new sacks and sealed.
No human hand touches
TELL FLOUR until you
sack in your kitchen.

WILLIAM
open

the

If you’re particular about your
baking,
Just tell your grocer—William Tel®.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Macomber of
Seal Harbor and J. H. Macomber of
Ellsworth visited at H. G. Worcester's
last week.
Friday the Macombers
and Worcesters enjoyed a trip over
the "whale's back," returning by
way of Cherry field.
“Echo.”
Sept. 27.
West Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hutton ot
Pawtucket, It. I„ are guests of M. E.
Rideout and Mrs. M. A. Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Frye have
returned from Bar
Harbor, where
they have had employment.
Mrs.
Susie
Sargent of South
Gouldsboro returned home Sunday,
after visiting her daughter. Mrs. M.
H. Havey.
Miss Gladys Hutchings of Prospect
Harbor was a recent guest of Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Havey.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Bunker of
Vinalhaven are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Bunker.
Mrs. William Clarke has returned
from Cherryfield. where she was the
guest of Mrs. Alice Matthews.
A. M. Weatherbee left Sunday for
Mlliinocket to open a printing office.
B. K. Joy is home from Northeast
i Harbor, where he has been
employed.
There was a large attendance at
I the Bunker reunion at K. of P. hall

)

Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Hysom of
Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. John Jordan of Stonington are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. O. J. Hysom.
Sept. 27.
“Une Amie."

920

Enfield recently
visited his
West Tr«‘tnont.
ancle,
Beatrice K. Lunt, who Is employed George Romer.
Charles H. Springes underwent a
at Worcester, Mass., Is spending a
vacation with her parents. George W. successful operation for appendicitis
at fils home Saturday morning
Lunt and wife.
All
Mrs. John E. Eaton and daughter ; hope the little fellow will have a
!
Earlene ot Everett, Mass., who spent rapid recovery.
last week with her uncle. George W.
Sept. 20.
D.
-o-—
Lunt. is now visiting her sister-inWest Hurry.
law. Mrs. W. L. Kemp, at Surry.
School commenced September 20,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McIntosh of
Belfast. Mrs. L. A. Clark of Manset. Miss Madaline Sabans ot Franklin
Mrs. L. W. Kumill of this place had a Road, teacher.
Mrs. Abble Dorr of Pemaquid. and
reunion at the home of their sister. I
Mrs. George W. Lunt. September 22. her daughter. Mrs. Thomas Dorr of
Mrs. M. S. Dodge of Searsport vis- East Orland. recently visited her sisited her sister. Mrs. F. W. Lunt, last i ter. Mr*. Lizzie Trundy.
Mr*. Abble Grant, who spent her
week.
W. B. Robbins, who has spent a vacation with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs.
Frank Trundy, is teaching at
vacation at home, has returned to j
Lake View.
Sailor's Snug Harbor.
Miss Evelyn Carter, who has been
Henry Thurston and wife, who
have spent a vacation here, have gone : employed at Northeast Harbor, has
gone to Skinner to teach.
to Rockland for the winter.
Mrs. Frances Blatsdell has reCarl Reed leftethls week for Balti- j
turned home from Broogiin. where
more, to Join his ship.
„
she
has been visiting her son MayMrs, S. A. Norwood, who suffered a
second shock, has been moved to the nard.
Sept. 20.
“Spec.”
home of her daughter, Mrs. James
-oRich.
Mt. Desert Kerry.
Misses Mildred and Helen Reed,
Mrs. Lillian Gates of Boston spent
accompanied by their sister's chlllast
week at F. L. Colby's.
dren. Clarice and Lester Gott. have
Miss Beulah True is home from
returned to Arlington. Mass.
Waltham.
Mass., for a few days.
Mrs. A. A. Bain and granddaughter
Mrs. Humphrey Jordan is \>itlng
Bessie have returned from Northeast
her sister In Fitchburg. Mass
Harbor.
Mrs. Lizzie Crabtree and d.< ishter
School opened Sept. 21.
Teachers,
Lola have returned to their home at
grammar, Miss lvu Walls of South»
Hancock.
west Harbor: primary. Miss Lessie
Mrs. S. A. Holmes of South NewBridges of this place.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. burg, visited her sister. Mrs. P. aline
Leslie Rich of Tremont extend sym- Colby, last week.
Mrs. W. W. Jellison was called to
pathy in the loss of their only son
Howland Monday by the Mlio.-s of
Everett.
her little grandson. Gordon McKay.
"Thelma."
Sept. 25.
Mrs. Joseph Blanchard and Mrs.
Walter StimpBon, wbo have been ocEast I-imoin.'.
use,
Mrs. George Bard of Boston Is vis- \ cupying Miss Beulah True's
iting her sister. Mrs. Melvin Wilbur. have returned to Portland.
C.
9ept. 27.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Hollister of
———oLos Angeles. Cal., who have spent the
North Sedgwick.
summer at Lellajo
bungalow, left
Mr.
and
Mrs. Albert Johr. :i and
here Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Higgins of Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coolldge and
were
Sunday visit, vs at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt of Brewer Harbor
■>
Curtfs Young’s.
spent the week-end here.
Miss Florence Allen is visiting in
Henry Gerrlsh. who has been at his
Rockland.
farm several
returned
to
weeks,
Pierce,
Misses Vera and
Carrie
Boston Friday.
Nearly all of the summer cottageB Dorothy Woodbury and Thurston
are closed.
There will he no more Allen are attending the academy at
BltiehiU.
dances at the hotel this fall.
Mrs. Jennie Curtis of Rockland •»
Mrs. Harvey Lear and family, who
her mother. Mrs. Annie
have been visiting here several days, visiting
returned to Bar Harbor Saturday, ac- Ciosson.
Mrs. Roy Alien, who has been iuite
companied by her mother. Mrs. Etta j
Lancaster, who will spend the winter ill the past two weeks, is slowly imthere.
proving.
Mrs. Ray Thurston is homo from
-opast
Indiana, where she spent tt
Trenton.
Mrs. K. L. Moore and daughter year.
Mr. Thurston is expected to
Irene were home from Bangor for the Join her this week.
The little friends of Arnold Allen
wek-end.
Congratulations are extended to are glad to welcome him among them
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rich on the so soon after his operation for apbirth of a son.
pendicitis.
Miss Isabel Marshall has gone to
Isaac Allen is confined to the house
Bar Harbor to attend high school.
with sciatica.
-v
Miss Sadie Mullan spent the weekSept. 27.
*
■.. oend at her home in Hancock.
Herbert Carpenter and family of
Subscribe for The American.

-o-

Oak Point.
Hartford Murch
of
Boston
is
spending bis vacation here.
Mrs. Palmyra Pray of West Eden,
who taught the first week otjchool
here, has returned to West Eden,
where she is engaged for the school
The school is now closed until
year.
a teacher can be secured.
Austin Conary and
family have
moved to Bangor, where Mr. Conary
is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lord have returned
from
Southwest
Harbor,
where Mr. Lord has been employed.
Mrs. Janie Remick of Bangor is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. R. F. Remick.
Mrs. Lucretia Marks is visiting in

Kill That Cold With

CASCARA
for

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Alley leave
this week for Boston.
They are
the last of the summer guests to
leave.
Sept. 20.
X. X.
—.

0—'

—

Subscribe for The American

AND

Colds, Coughs
Neglected Colds
Take

no

Bangor.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & WHITNEY

£3* QUININE
La Grippe
are

Dangerous

chance*. Keep this standard
remedy handy for the first sneeze
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relievos
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headaclf e
—

in this form does not affect the head —Cased'*
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill's.

Quinine

•*

best ToIUC

ALL DRUGGISTS SEllL IT

Hast Sullivan.
Ueorge Baldwin of New York has
been spending his vacation at
E W

ThT*Better Way

Doyle’s.

Never disobey Nature's warning. It’s far better to forestall
weakness with nourishment
that

MIbs Mina Urann is
spending a
month with relatives ir.
Massachu-

setts.

protects.

Scott’s Emulsion
! after meals for child or adult, is
I a wonderful help In forestalling
| weakness Ash for Scott’s.
ft Scott ft Bowoe. Bloomfield, S J. JO-12

"

Edmund
Willi"ms left

Surry.
and
Wood

Monday

William
to
attend

Buckaport.
(’apt. N. d. Kane came home laat

school

at

•week.
Mrs. Clara Carter returned Saturday from Bar Harbor.
Thomas Perkins and wife have returned to their home In Reading.
Mas"
Mrs. Edna Osgood returned home
Thursday from Watenrille.
r Calvin Osgood returned home
from Bangor Thursday.
Ruth Caspar Is working In the
shoe factory In Ellsworth.
LSept. 2".

Miss Kena
Urann
is
attending
normal school in Keene, N. H., with
her cousins, Misses
Dorothy Wilbur
and Sybil Rean.
Mr. and “irs. William K. Hanna
are taking a vacation
trip in New
fork state.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Charles
Kobertson are at the Hanna homestead In their absence.
Edward Johnson is suffering from
a shock.
Mr .Johnson has not been
well for several years.
Dr. Harry
Batten of Augusta was called home
because of his uncle's illness.
The Misses Nash
of
Harrington
were guests last week at
"Hillcroft"
enjoying a trip around Mt. Desert
island during their stay, with Mr. and
Mrs. H. Ivah Thomsen.
Mrs. Baul of Corea
^s spending a
few days with Mrs. Charles
Doyle
•vho is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Sutherland
iave returned to New York.
It was
Mr. Sutherland's first visit, and he
lade many friends.
The net proceeds from the fair for
•‘C cemetery fence
fund has now
idled *200.76. which Includes a
heck of *25. recently received but
not previously
pledged.
Articles

still on hand may be purchased from
Mrs. E. E. Bragdon.
Miss Doris Hatch is pleasantly located In Shawmut.
where
she
is

The Old Home.
The old home Is not what it used to
In the days of long ago;
It stands alone, deserted.

teaching.

Regardless of rain or snow.
It stands like a sentinel watching
For the absent ones' return;
A landmark of joys and sorrows,
Toward which we often yearn.

Mr. and Mrs. John Farren have
moved into the rent over O. H.
Hanna’s store.
The body of Sergeant Ralph Robertson. who died In France, was laid
to rest by the side of his mother in
Blrchtree cemetery Thursday morning Sept. 23.
Ernest Johnson of Lynn, Mass., is
at his old home.
The friends of Mrs. Mattie Bean
Bragdon. whose girlhood home was
this town, are hoping she will soon be
home from the hospital in Bangor,
fully recovered In health.
E. W. Dovle,
employed by the
Portland Rendering Co., left here
Sunday, after a vacation with his

family.
Sept. 27.

be,

WRIGLEYS

Dear old

home, how’ we love thee,
Though changes have come and gone;
Our hearts still cling to the dear ones,
And the home where we were born.
Mother and father are sleeping.
In the churchyard on the hill;
Some sleep In other countries,
Silent, cold and still.
The ranks are slowly thinning,
And the waiting will soon be o’er,
When a happier home awaits us.
On a fairer and brighter shore.
The threads we have left unbroken
Will be taken up again.
To be woven for someone^ future.
For pleasure, sorrow and pain.

H.

--o-

Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Robert Abbe, wife of the eminent
New
York surgeon
and
died
physician.
at
Saturday
the family
summer
home
in
Bur
Harbor,
ufter
a
illlong
ness.
Mrs. Abbe was prominently
known socially, both here and In New
York.
She is survived by her husband and two children. Cortland
Palmer, a distinguished musician and
Mrs. May Palmer of New York.

-o-

--

North Lnmoine.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon is home from
Ellsworth .w'here she has been for
several months.
Nelson Walker and wife of Portsmouth. N. H., are visiting relatives
here.
Sept. 27.
Y.
-o--

Miss
visiting
T. C.

visiting

Hancock.
Elizabeth Foss of Boston is
her mother, Mrs. Rosa Foss.
Moon of Laconia, N. H., is
his sister, Mrs. Margaret Ben-

The children love
Wrigley’s—and it’s
good for them.
Made under conditions of
absolute cleanliness and
brought to them in Wrigley’s
sealed sanitary package.

Satisfies the craving for
sweets, aids digestion, sweet-

breath, allays thirst and
helps keep teeth clean.

ens

nett.

Capt. Harold* O. Foss returned
Tuesday from a business trip to New’
York and Boston.
Lester Tripp has purchased

a

Costs little, benefits much.

Still 5‘

new

car.

Chester Stratton has had electric
lights installed in his house and barn.
Reginald Johnson will leave Monday for Pittsfield to enter M. C. I.
for his junior year.
Yacht Alert, owned by T. DeWitt
Cuyler of Philadelphia, commanded
by Capt. A. I. Foss, stationed at Bar
Harbor during the summer, is being
put in winter quarters here.
Rupert Stratton left last Tuesday
for Boston, where he is a student at
Tufts dental college.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lymburner
of Bar Harbor w’ere Sunday guests of
Mrs. Lymburner’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Young.
Kenneth Rich of Ellsworth called
on friends here Sunday.

A Everywhere

◄TV

THE FLAVOR

LASTS

Ralph Young was in Springfield,
Mass., last week, where he served on
the boys’ cattle-judging and demonstration team from Maine at the Eastern States agricultural exposition.
Archie Foss, who has been employed on yacht Alert this summer,
will leave this w’eek for Millinocket,
to take a position in a grocery store.
Mrs. Foss will accompany him.
Sept. 27.
C.
-o-

™

u

Walback Tower, Portsmouth, N. H.,
was built in 1812 by Colonel Walback.
Within is a rude pintle-stone on which
a thirty-two pounder could be swung.

TOWER is only

WALBACK
of many
one

reliable dealer
jnd the worlds beat Gaaolme

ITS*

*fgr> of

Every

a

I
I

city,
England

near

-o-

points of in-

terest with which the

favored in and
N. H. There,

Sunset.
Mrs.
Ida
Stinson
visited
her
mother. Mrs. A. T. Small, last week.
Mrs. Myra Powers has returned
from a visit in Rockland.
School here is taught by Mary
Davis.
Thomas Powers is laid up with an
injured knee, caused by a kick by his
horse.
Melville Small has gone to Bates
college to complete his course.
Maud Small will leave for Bates this
week.
People here were pleased to receive a call from an old friend. Clarence Day, after an absence of nearly
twenty years.
E. S. Small and wife are visiting in
Watervllle.
“Sadie.”
Sept. 20.

Partridge Cove.
George McDonald spent a few days
recently in Bar Harbor.
William Kellen is building an addition on A. H. Mear's bungalow.
Samuel Eaton visited Mrs. Allle
McDonald last week.
Misses Miriam and Helen Rounds
and friends of Bangor were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Young Sunday.
Mrs. Flora Thompson and daughter Audrey. Mrs. Johnson and Mr.
Hooper of Bangor were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Thompson Sunday.
“Hubbard.”
Sept. 27.

tourist is

Portsmouth,

as in almost every
and village in New
and New York, Socony

town

motor

highway

and byway throughout

picturesque New Eng-

service insures an ample
of Socony products.

'*Socony Trail”.

An

land and New York is
a part of the long

supply

absolutely clean, efficient
gasoline can be made only by
the most up-to-date refining and
testing methods. Every step in
the manufacture of Socony gaso-

Valencia's “Water Court.”
Valencia. Spain, has a tribunal
which meets every Thursday at 11
o'clock In the morning to try offenses
In connection with the conveying of
water to the rice fields of the district.
It Is cnlled the "water tribunal,” and
Its members consist of peasants who
elect their own president.
The proceedings are all verbal and cost the
After a
parties concerned nothing.
case has been tried and all witnesses
hn-e given their evidence fully, the
tribunal discusses the affair In public
The
and pronounces Its decision.
“water court" dates from the Moorish
period, and has retained Its primitive
simplicity and honesty through all the
political changes that have taken place
In Spain.
Even the day of meeting
Is unchanged, Thursday having been
the market d#y of the Moors.

line—from the crude oil pipe line
the tank of an authorized Socony dealer—is checked up by
to

the

highest

standard of

quality.

Buy gasoline as you do tires—on a basis
of serviceability. Socony users receive
clean-hitting, full-mileage power from

£my Gallorv

every

the Same"
%

of gasoline that goes into
It vaporizes easily and
quick start every tinier—that

drop

their tanks.
assures a

is

why they buy it, regularly.

Look for the red, white and blue

-o-

Socony sign.

Iron Bolt in Nose Many Years.
Hr. Irving Wilson Voorhees had re
cently. in the West Side dispensary.
New York, to attend a man of thirtyfour for serious trouble in tils nose.
The surgeon discovered far up the
right nostril an Iron bolt 2 1-8 inches
long, half an inch wide and weighing
This had been
more than an ounce.
there for 17 years. It having been driven In by the explosion of a gun he
was trying to make.
The man had
never been able to find that bolt, hut.
strangely enough, had never looked for
It In his nose and never suspected Its

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

SDCDNY

presence.

REG. US. PAT. OFF.

-o-

MOTOR GASOLINE
4

j

;

Queer Little Isle.
The smallest dependency of France
Is the lie d'Hoedie. situated at the
east of Bella Isle.
Its
Is
238.
They do not speak French, but

population

They are provided with food
I Celtic.
at an inti-managed by the women. The
town has no streets.

Reach.
Harold Clapp of Dorchester, Mass.,
who has spent the summer with Mrs.
John Adams, is quite ill of rheumatic
fever.
Dr. Ella Kilgus and friends. Miss
Shellenberger and Miss Clark, of
have
closed
“Hill
Philadelphia,
Crest” for the season and left for
Bar Harbor for a few days before returning home.
Mrs. W. E. Stoddard and children,
Robert. Frederick and
Miss
Geraldine, who have spent several weeks
with Mrs. Stoddard’s parents. Mr. and
Mrs. D. \V. Torrey, have returned to
Portland.
Daniel W. Torrey, jr., has gone to
Portland to
attend
Deering high
school.
Miss Madeline Saunders, who began the school here last week, leaves
Friday for Storrs, Conn., where her
parents are moving.
The school will
be supplied by Miss Emily Lowe.
Mrs. Bert Morey went to Rockland
Friday to meet her husband, who is
returning home from yachting.
Sept. 18.
T.

East ISliM-hili.
Mrs. Georgia Grindle and son Har[ vard have closed their house and
gone to Waltham, Mass., for the
winter.
F. W. Cousins, wife and family have
moved Into
Mrs.
Laura
Sheafe's
house.
P W. DeBeck, wife and children,
of West Franklin, spent Sunday with
Mrs. DeBeck’s
sister, Mrs. F. W.
Cousins.
Schooner Seth Nyman, Capt. Long,
is loading wood for Martinicus.
Prof. L. S. Marks, wife and family,
who have been
living in Luther
Bridges’ house this summer, have returned to their home in Cambridge,
and Mrs. Richard Boardman and famMass.
Dr. S. M. Milliken, wife and family
ily have closed their cottages and returned to New York.
Sept. 27.
R.
-o-

West Eden.
Mrs. Luella Sargent left to-day for
Bar Harbor hospital.
Mrs. Agnes Mayo has gone to Ban-ogor for medical treatment.
Penobscot.
Schools
began
Monday.
The
Capt. J. B. Sellers has returned primary is taught by Mrs.' Palmira
from Dark Harbor, where he has been Pray, and grammar by Mrs.
Clarence
employed.
Alley, who will act a^ substitute unMiss Dorothy Varnum and
Miss til a principal can be engaged.
Alma Perkins have returned from a |
Mrs. Helen Hamor. who has been
visit in Islesboro.
employed in Southwest Harbor the
Mrs. E. F. Leach, with son Paul, past summer, is visiting here.
spent last week in Bangor with her
Frederick
Hadley and Coburn
daughter, Mrs. Mark Smith.
Tripp have gone to Bar Harbor to atMrs. Ida Wardwell, nurse, is em- tend high school.
Both are in their
ployed in the home of Mrs. Wescott, senior year.
Castlne.
22.
Sept.
m.
Clark high school opened Sept. 20,
—-nfor the fall term.
G. Lester Hale of
Trenton.
Islesboro is principal and Miss ElizaMrs. Hala Copp is ill.
beth Condon of South Brooksville asFrederick Thomas has entered high
sistant.
There are ten students in school.
the entering class.
Congratulations are extended to
Sept. 20.
“Woodlocke.”
Joseph A. Ronyanini and wife of
Pittsfield, Mass., on the birth of a
West Gouldsboro.
daughter.
born
22.
Sept.
Mrs.
Mrs. Susan Apollonio and daughter Bonvanini is at the home of
her
Mary, who have spent the summer mother, Mrs. Roy Davis.
here, have returned to Boston.
Mrs. Simon
Hall and
daughter
Elmer Litchfield of New York and Edith. Mrs. Charles Davis and
StillStanley Ripley of East Corinth were man Ray and wife of Machias wrere
week-end guests of their uncle, Elmer recent guests of
Harry Davis and
B. Eddy.
wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamont Pullen and
Sept. 27.
D.
Mrs. Laura Carter, who have been
-oguests of Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
West Hancock.
Eddy,
returned to Kenduskeag Friday.
Mrs. Eliza Means of South
Surry
Miss Frances Milliken. who has last week visited her
sister
Mrs
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Linwood Mary Milliken.
Sargent, has returned to Ellsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Butterfield
Miss Katherine Woodworth
spent have returned from Southwest Harthe week-end in Winter Harbor
bor. where they spent the summer.
Sept. 20.
A. E. Tracy has moved his
L
family
-o-—
to Ellsworth, where Miss Leta
anil
Bluehiil Falls.
Clyde are attending high school.
Mrs. t.. E. Bridges, who has been
Herman
Sinclair
has
returned
ill. is improving.
home from New Haven, Conn.
Her sister, Mrs
Jennie Littlefield of Bluehiil. is with
Frank Miles and family are
home,
her.
after an absence of more than a
year
Mrs. E. Kevin, who has been in
Sept. 27.
M. M. M.
Pittsburgh. Pa., for a short time, returned here Sunday.
Hancock Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradburv, who reA. L. Young has returned to Aucently moved into Angie Candage's gusta, after a ten days' visit with
house, have moved to Mrs. P. G. relatives here.
Clough's house on South street.
Mrs. Mary Cowley and
daughter
Miss Mary Leighton spent the
Elizabeth have returned
to
their
week-end here with Mr. and Mrs. R
work in Pittsburgh, Pa., and
PoughO. Chatto.
keepsie. N. Y.
Mrs. G. H. Bickford is acting a*
The Tarratine hotel is closed, as
substitute teacher at South Bluehiil
well as many of the cottages.
Sept. 27.
Dr. H. W. Ball and wufe of Lincoln
C.
-o-visited his sister, Mrs. Orville MarTo feel strong, have good
tin, Sunday.
appetit*
and digestion, sleep soundly and
Bert Reed, wife and children are
enjoj
life
use
Burdock Blood Bitters. th< | visiting his
parents, Levi Reed and
family
system
tonic.
Price.
$1.25 j wife.
—Advt.
27.
Sept.
M. R.
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Ellsworth.

Maine,

WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 29.1920
"What is so rare as a day in
June?"
We might suggest, a week
in September such as we have just

experienced.

HIGH SCHOOL VOTES.

STATE OF MAINE.
•TATE OF UAISB.
To all persons interested in either of
To all persons Interested In either e f
the estates hereinafter named:
the estates hereinafter named.
The city has purchased three new
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
a probate court held at Ellawort
typewriter* for the commercial de- In and for the County of Hancock, on inAtand
for the county of Hancock, 01
the
twenty-first day of September
partment. making a total of ten.
the twenty-first day of September in th
In the year of our Lord one thousand
The school is heartily sorry to nine hundred and twenty and
year of our Lord one thousand nln<
by. ad- hundred
and twenty .and by adjourn
learn of the Illness of Dana Austin.
journment from the fourteenth day of
rnent from the fourteenth
day of sail
Some of the members of the E. H. said September A. D. 1920 term of said September A. D.
1920 term of sab
court.
The following matters having
S, A. A. took a collection Saturday been presented for the action
court.
The
following
thereupon ing been presented for the matters havand Monday for the purpose of pur- hereinafter indicated, it is hereby oraction there
upon hereinafter indicated, it is hereb*
chasing suits for the football play- dered.
That
ORDERED. That notkte thereof bi
ers.
The sum of $4S.50 has been person* notice thereof be given to all given
to all persons fnterested. by
interested, by cansing a copy
raised.
this order to be published three causing a copy of this order to be nub
The students are extremely pleased weeks successively In The Ellsworth Mshed three weeks successively ;n Th<
Ellsworth American, a newspaper pub
! American, a newspaper published at
I with the advance sale of tickets for Ellsworth, in said county, that they llshed at Ellsworth in
said county
the dance Wednesday night for the may appear at a probate court to be that they may appear at a probate cour'
More than 37,000 graduate nurses
benefit of the high school building held at Ellsworth on the nineteenth day to be held at Ellsworth on the twelft 1
haT« been enrolled In the American
of October A. D. 1920 at ten of the
day of October A. D. 1920 at ten oi
fund.
the clock in the forenoon, and be hear*!
clock In the forenoon, and be heard
: Red Cross to date and Its
The students were very glad and thereon if they see cause.
thereon if they see cause.
department
of nursing is dally
A.
Rent,
Dorothy
late
of
Emma C. Cushman, late of Bar Har
somewhat
in
to
Broolclln,
see Miss Bysurprised
Increasing this enFirst and final
•or. in said county, deceased.
county, deceased.
A cert*It
ard back Monday morning for an- said
rollment.
account
of Ralph E. Bent, executor,
instrument purporting to he the last wil
other week, as she Intended to go filed for settlement.
The department of nursing has been
and testament of said deceased, togethWitness Bertrand E. Clark. Judge of er with petition for probate thereof anc
! authorized to maintain an adequate ; away this week.
The seniors extend their sympathy said court at Ellsworth this twenty- for the appointment of the executor!
i
first day of September in the year of
reserve of nurses for the
giving
bond, presented
bj
to
Ruth Moore, a classmate, who is our Lord one thousand nine hundred without
army and
\\ ay roan C. Cushman, one of the execui navy.
It will continue to supply the 111.
and twenty.
tors therein sained.
ROBERT P. KINO. Register.
The football team will play its first
needs of the Cnlied States Public
John
H.
of
Carter,
Ellsworth
A true copy.
in said county, deceased.
A certain ingame at Brewer next Saturday.
Attest:
A
Health Service to which It has asROBERT P. KING.
strument purporting to be the last will
good game ts expected, as twenty-five
Register. and testament of
signed more than I.OOO nurses In the
said deceased, toof the most husky lads of the school
In the District Court of the
gether with petition for probate therelast year.
and
are turning out for prartice and
for the appointment
of th«
try- States for the District of Maine. North- of
executrix without giving bond, preIt will assist In
ern Division.
establishing proper ing very hard to make the team.
sented by Emma S. Carter, the execuIn the matter of
The
sociable under the auspices of
nursing service In foreign countries
trix therein named.
LAWRENCE S. ROBINSON. ET AL.
where the American Red Cross has or- the E. H. S. A. A. last Friday evening
Wllifam Wurts White, late of the city
Bankrupts.
In Bankruptcy. No. 798 N. D.
and county of Providence,
was well attended, and a satisfactory
state
of
ganlzed hospitals, dispensaries and
To the
of Lawrence S. RobRhode Island, deceased.
Petition filed
sum was realized.
The program, un- inson andcreditors
Arthur L. Robinson, both of
Em.s* T
H.
schools
by
for
Metcalf.
William
S.
nurses.
Courses In home der the management of Albert Davis, Southwest Harbor,
j
individually, and as Innis and Janet Innis Whits, all of
hygiene and care of the sick have been w-as as follow-s:
Vocal solo. Mrs. members of the firm of Robinson said Providence, praying that th** apstarted for thousands of women who I-a raster; reading. The Deacon; piano Brothers Company, transacting busi- pointment of said petitioners named as
ness at said Southwest
trustees under the last will and testain the
solo. John Mahoney; vocal solo, Syl- County of Hancock and Harbor,
have never received
ment of said deceased, be confirmed byDistrict aforeany education In
via
said.
Cushman: piano solo. Annie Corsaid court.
bankrupt.
this direction.
Rural nursing which
Notice is given that on the 11th day
Harry W Candage. Everett C. Canneail;
reading. Alston Wheelden;
was In its
Infancy a short while ago vocal duet. Mattie Royal and Ger- of September. A. D. 1920. the said Ijtw’'- dage. Annie E. Candage*. Blanche II.
rence S. Robinson and Arthur R RobE.
Candage and Rachel
Ckndagr.
has been put ahead at least a
decade trude Jewell; piano solo, George Ma- inson. individually, and as members of minors of Bluehlll. in said county. Pefirm of Robinson Brothers Company
tition
filed by
Mattie
L
through the work of the department honey:
Albra
C.«r»dage.
reading.
Emerson; the
were duly adjudicated bankrupt, and
guardian, for license to sell certain real
of
nursing and local Red Cross piano solo. Doris Scribner: reading, that the first meeting of their creditors • state of said minors, situated In said
Howard Thomas: reading. Dorothy will be held at Court of Bankruptcy at Bin eh 11! and more fully described In
chapters.
1«*9 Main street. Ellsworth, in said Dissaid petit low.
Wheelden.
Public health nursing has been extrict. on the sixth day of October. A.
Millie M. Milan, of Southwest HarD.
1920.
at
ten
bor. in said county.
o’clock
in
the
Petition fifed by
forenoon,
tended to many rural communities and
legion Entertainment Coim*e.
at which time and place the creditors
Orrin L Mdsn. guardian, for license to
now flour!sties
actively In hundreds of
The first in the course of five en- may attend prove their claims, appoint sell certain* real estate of said Millie M.
a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
Milan, situated in said Southwest Harsmall towns and counties.
Nearly a tertainments to he given at Hancock transact such other business as may bor and more fully described in said
hall. Ellsworth, under the auspices properly come before said meeting.
thousand efficient nurses have
petition.
already
Jam*b Adair, of Bar Harbor. In said
RALPH E MASON.
of Frank E. Whitmore post. Ameribeen assigned to this kind of work.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
First and finaj accounty, deceased.
can I^egion. will take place Friday
count
of vfharhs
The department of
Ellsworth. Me.. Sept. 11th. 1920.
H.
Wood, anminnursing Is unit- evening of next week. The dates for
istrator de bonis non. filed for settlePRO BAT 15 A ©TICK*.
ing with other organizations In a year's the course are:
ment.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- I
Witness. Bertrand E. Clark. Judge of
campaign In recruiting nurses for
Oct. $—Visocchi Trio.
lowing appointments have been made said court at Ellsworth this twstilytraining schools. In educating the genN'ov. II—Scott-Bates £0.
by the Probate Court within and for firat day of September In the y-e.ir of
the
County of Hancock. State of Maine: our Lord on* thousand nine hundr«-d
eral public as to standards of
Dec. 2—Weller Trio.
nursing
Demosthenes T. Tima yen is. late of and twenty.
education and In showing communities
Dec. 20—Del Mar Quartette.
Brookline, county of Norfolk. MassaROBERT P. KINO.
chusetts deceased.
their responsibility toward schools of
March 21
Hawaiian*.
Howard V Knight
Register
Course tickets are now being sold of said Boston, appointed administrator
It will endeavor to meet all !
nursing.
A
true
with the will annexed of the < state of
copy of the original order.
these needs as well as to continue the by members of the post.
said deceased:
date
of
Attest:
qualification
ROBERT P KINO.
September 7 A. D. 1920. Not being a
Register.
enrollment of dietitians who will tie
resident of the State of .Mafne. he has
utilized as Instructors In home dietetappointed W B. Blulsdell of North SulNOTICK or* FOREClOSt RR
MALE HELP WANTED;
livan, in the county of Hancock. State
ics. tn
nutritional clinics,
Whereas Aline Santin of New York
of Maine, as his agent in said State of
and In supplying dietitians for the
City, county and state of New York, by
SINGLE MAN TO CARE FOR STOCK. Maine, as rhe law direct*.
her
mortgage deed dated September 22.
United States Public Health Service Thorsen Farm. Ellsworth. Maine.
Merwln White, late of IVovidenre.
1»«3. and recorded
In
the
Hancock
Rhode
Island,
deceased.
Frank
W.
and the civilian hospitals.
Maine, registry of deeds. »*>«k
County.
of
Matteson
said
l*roviden<*e.
ap397. page 32*. conveyed
The Nursing Service will continue to
to
Thomas
executor
pointed
of
the
last
will
and
!
WANTED.
Searls of the town of F*-den (now Bar
testament of said deceased; date of
offer to women and young girls the
estate
hereinafter
qualification September 14. A D. 1920. Harbor) th*v real
ITjm
BAWTBR
opportunity of securing Instruction In ;
Not being a resident of the State of f described: and which said mortgage
STAVE JOINTER
was assigned to me. the undersigned.
home hygiene and care of the sick In
WANTED ON SLACK
STAVES
HC Maine, he has appointed Edward B. I J. Alden M* rw. of said
Bar Harbor, by
Mears
of Bar Harbor. In the county of
small
Massachusetts
mill.
Experievery community In the country. This
of mortgage dated August
assignment
Hancock. State of Maine, as his agent
enced men able to care for machines.
25. 1920. and recorded In said Hancock
Instruction has not only laid the foun- Piece work,
highest rates, desirable lo- in said State of Maine, as the law di- County
registry in book 554. page 213.
dation for public health but In some cation. steady work. Write C. A. Rich. rects.
the property In said mortgage taring
William TTurt* White, late of Proviplaces has given Impetus to the estab- Grafton. Mass.
dence, Rhode Island, deceased. Ernest described as follows, to wit: A certain
lot or parcel of land with buildings
T. H. Meemlf. William S. Innis and
lishment of hospitals and community
Janet Innis White, all of raid Provi- thereon situated In that part of said
school houses.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
town
of E<M-n (now Bar Harbor> known
dence. appointed executors of the last
as
“As a community profits by the work :
Bar
Harbor,
and
bounded
and
will and testament of
said deceased;
GIRL
WANTED
FOR
Beginof the nurse," says Miss Clara D.
GENERAL Wafe of qualification September 21. A. described j» follows, to wit
ning at the northeast corn) r bound of
D.
housework.
to Mrs. J. M. Ker.1920.
Not being resident* of the
Apply
Noyes, director of the department of yon, 114 Oak street. Ellsworth.
State of Maine,
they have appointed land of Alfred Conner* (formerly/ on
Mt. Desert! !St. and running south <S. 7
Edward B. Mears of Bar Harbor, in the
nursing, "it Is logical that the comdegrees. 21 imputes W.) seven d<grees
of
Hancock.
county
State of Maine, as
TWO
OR
GIRLS
MOTHER
AND
munity should be aroused to its responand
twenty-use minutes west, flT©y-flve
their
In
said
State
of Maine, as
agent
to do cooking
and
second
and sixty otic-hundredth*
The American Red Cross daughter
sibility.
feet
to
a
the law directs.
work in family of five.
No washing.
stake; thence* north (N. *8 detent's. 10
R. Hall McCormick, late of Chicago.
stands ready to help In a general cam- Comfortable accommodations consistminute* F7.) eighty-eight degrees and
Illinois, deceased.
Robert H. McCorof
two separate rooms and private
ing
of
paign
ten minute* nast. forty-five fee© to a
recruiting and must have the bath room. Write Mrs. H.
of said Chicago, appointed execuHinckley. mick
stake; t lie nr* north (N. 7 degrees. 21
tor of the last will and testament of
support, sympathy and understanding
518 State St..
Maine, with
Bangor.
W.) seven
said deceased: date
of
degrees.
twentyqualification minutes
of the medical profession as well as references, or telephone Bangor 1H20.
September 14. A. D. 1920. Not being a one minute r*t. fifty-five and sixty
the Intelligent co-operation of the 300 G1RLS~ AND
WANTED resident of the State of Maine, he has one-hundr«aJtfvs feet to a stake; thence
south (8 89 degrees. 10 niinutr* W.)
for Mt. Kineo, White Mountains
Poappointed Albert II Lynam of Bar Harpeople at large."
land and all the leading and reliable
eighty-eight- degrees and ten minutes
bor. In the county of Hancock. State of
west, forty-five feet to the place of besummer and year-around hotels.
Our Maine, as his agent in said State of
list Is a big one.
ginning.
Don’t engage anyMaine, as the law directs.
Containing two thousand five
hundred two square feet (2502 »q. ft.)
where until you call or correspond with
Ann S. Cummings, late of Sullivan, in
the
same premises described on a
us
It will pay to do so.
being
All fine tip said
deceased.
county.
C.
Ralph
hotels.
Fares
paid, good treatment. Em^ry of Newton. Massachusetts ap- plan made for I.cwis H Higgins by 8. 8.
Write to the Maine Hotel Agency. 47
pointed executor of the last will and Bunker. C. R. dated Sept. 11; 1900;
and where a* the conditions of said
Main St..
Me..
(established
Bangor.
testament and codicils of said deceased;
1881) and get the best. Tel connections. date of qualification September 21. A D.
mortgage have been broken and are
Do you know what the present day
now
broken and
19?0.
Not being a resident of the State
unperformed, now
therefore by reason of the breach of
of Maine, he has appointed Harvev
Home Service of the American Red |
the conditions thereof. 1 Haim a foreDunbar,
of
Sullivan,
NOTICE.
in
the
of
county
Cross Is?
chaiure of said mortgage and give this
Hancock. State of Maine, as his agent
Having bought the Intervale Lot (so- In
notice for that purpose
said State of Maine, as the law diMany people do not know that, be- called)
and bog near Toddy pond from
Dated September H* A. D 1920.
rects.
sides completing the work for ex-serv- Mrs. E. E. Chase of Bluehill for my own
i
J. ALDKN MOTIKK
Oscar L. Crabtree, late of Hancock,
|
1
tresuse.
I
forbid
private
any
person
Ice men, especially the disabled, It proin
said
deceased.
Jx»la
By Chas. H. Wood.
M.
county,
|
passing on same
Anyone found tresHis
Attorney duly authorized. 1
vldes the same neighborly service to passing will get the full benefit of the Crabtree of said Hancock appointed
executrix of the last will and testament I
S. W. NEWMAN.
families In general that It formerly fine and cost.
noth k or Kotmr
of
said
date
deceased;
of qualification
M&nset. Maine. Sept. 13, 1S»20.
Whereas. CtnderrUia T. Young, forgave families of soldiers, sailors and
September 14. A. D. 1920.
merly #f Bluehiil. Hancock County.
William F. Desisle. late of l^amoine.
marines.
State of MAlne. now of OH* In said
1
in
said county, deceased.
Susan
A.
FOR SALE.
County, by her mortgage deed dated
“Home Service covers a wide and
Desisle of said
Lamoine.
appointed j the eighth day of tfctober .-A. I>. 1910.
executrix of the last will and testament I
varied field," says Frederick C. Munand recorded in the Hancock County.
XIY HOUSE AND ALL OR HALF THE of said deceased; date of qualification
Maine, Begiatry of Peed.** November 25.
roe, general manager of the American
land on Oak street; also two horses;' September 7. A. D. 120.
191»*. in hook 475. page 39. conveyed to
H.
B.
one
a
horse.
Phillips.
cheap
Red Cross. "It gives aid to families
Martha A. Colby, late of Bucksport.
Lynwood F. Giles of El In worth, in said
in
said
deceased.
Iiouis
H
county,
In solving such problems as budget
COUCH,
GLEN WOOD COAL STOVE
...ii
„r
;.i
n.., i..
County, certain lot* or parcels of real
bediron
oil
small
tables,
can.
cheap
estate
with a!) building.* thereon, situ- |
planning, marketing, tiding over times stead. etc. At Mrs. Dvan'w. 47 Pine st.
executor of the last will and testament
ated In said Otits and bounded and deof said deceased: date of qualification
!
of financial stress, keeping children In
scribed as follow*, namely:
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE. INCLUDSeptember 7. A. D. 1920.
Being the same premises described
school, helping crippled children, wid- ing chamber sets,
William H. Brown late of Ellsworth.
carpets, dining-room
in deed, from xmd Lynwood F. Giles to
owed and deserted mothers, children set. tables, etc
deceased.
I>*on
H.
Apply at 7 West Maple In said county.
said ClnderrUta T. Young, which deed
Brown of said Ellsworth, appoints! adbackward In school and children In street. Ellsworth.
is dated October eighth. 1910. and reministrator of the estate of Haul deconflict ajlth the laws. It renders serv- FIFTEEN-ACRE WOODLOT. THREE ceased; date of qualification Augrtist 27. corded in said Legistry of Deeds October 13. 1910. in hook 474. page 131. and
Ellsworth,
in
Trenton
miles
from
D.
A.
1920.
ice to the homeless and transient, to
also being the same premises described
woods, with 75 to 100 cords of wood on
John P. Carney, late of Bar Flarbor,
I
in.
the
ab«frve-ment iooed
the Illiterate, to tenement dwellers, to it. Your first winter's wood will pay in said county,
mortgage:
deceased.
Minnie A.
I
and
whereas
said
was
mortgage
the unemployed, and gives friendly as- for It. H, B. Stanwood. Harrington. Me. Carney of said Bar Harbor, appointed
said
assigned
by
F.
Lynwood
Giles
sistance and advice to foreign speak- TWENTY—FIVE REGISTERED HOL- administratrix of the estate of said de- to the
Hancock
Owunty
Savingsceased; date of qualification September
heifers.
cows
and
steins all young
a
Link.
corporation
duly organiug groups.
7. A. I>. 1920.
Also one Registered Guernsey cow I got
ized and exist!ng
under
the
(tankCharles
Blance.
late
of
Oouldaboro.
In addition -to helping families In
i
from U. of M.. Orono. in exchange for
ing laws of Maine, and
its prinin said county, deceased.
George C. { cipal place of businesshaving
at
the solution of their own problems. some of my Holstein calves. witt\ her Blance of
said EllsWinter
Harbor.
in
said
herd
the great
2-weeks-old bull calf
worth. which assignment is dated DeHome Service helps In strengthening sire at U. of M. An by
county, appointed administrator of the 1 cember 17.
excellent oppor1*10. and recorded February
•
for estate of said deceased; date of qualiflstock
4.
the weak spots In the social life of I tunity to get
foundation
1913. in book 4**. page 233 of said
cation
A.
D
25.
192“
August
and whereas the conditions
registry;
communities. It Joins hands with oth- either breed at farmers' prices. Also
Clara ¥1. Somes, late of Mount Desert. I
of said mortgage have been broken and
Registered Hampshire ram. two years
said
deceased.
county.
Blanche
to
make
ers
communities
safer, old. I gave $50 for him last year. 1 in
still remain broken: now therefore by
Somes Colwell of West Newton. Massa- !
reason of the breach of the conditions
have four heavy work horses 1 have
healthier and happier.
chusetts. appointed adn
g of i
Must
a
used
for
thereof, said Hancock Countv Savings
year.
lumbering
the
of
estate
said
action
lines
In
«>f
date
deceased;
Organizing
along
Farm
close out at once at low prices.
Bank claims a
foreclosure* of
said
September 7. A D. 1920. I
which the community Is already inter- and stock at MariavlUe. Maine. Ad- qualification
Not being a resident of the State of 1 mortgage, and publishes this notice for
that purpose.
dress. C. C. Morrison. Bar Harbor, Me.
Is
of
the
Home
ested
one
of
Maine,
she
has
objects
appointed Albert H. HANCOCK COTNTY
I
SAVINGS BANK.
Lynam of Bar Harbor, in the county of
Service. It has established community
By its attorney. Lynwood F\ Olio*.
Hancock. State of Maine, as her agent
Eilsworih.
Maine.
15. 1920.
meetings, patriotic celebrations, pagSept.
in said State of Maine, as the law
directs.
Rest rooms, recreeants and picnics.
STATE OF MAINE.
Fred B. Grant, late of Bucksport. In
ation facilities, play supervisors and
HANCOCK ss
said
county,
deceased Arolena
Tt.
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
Moore of said Bucksport. appointed admoving pictures have been provided.
in and for said County of Hancock, on
ministratrix of the estate of aaid de- t
Through Home Service other agencies
a
the fourteenth day of
September, in the
ceased: date of qualification August 10.
year of our Lord one thousand nine
are Influenced to bring about Improved
A. D. 1920.
George W. Butler, late of Franklin. I hundred and twenty, being an adcommercial
amusements
and better
journed session of the September. A. D.
in
said
deceased
county,
Sadie
B.
school facilities and to promote travel1920 term of said court.
;I Butler of said Franklin, appointed ad- j
A certain instrument purporting to
ministratrix of the estate of said deing libraries as well as to secure counbe a copy of the last will and testaceased: date of qualification August!
ment of Ida Vinton
ty agricultural and home demonstraFreedley. late of
25.
A.
D.
1920.
|
Philadelphia, in the county of Philaagents.
Thomas W. Bragdon. late of Frankdelphia. and commonwealth of PennsylIf you need assistance at any time,
| lin. In said county, deceased. Caro- vania, deceased,
and
of
the
probate
1,n* C. Bragdon of said Franklin ap- I
j
thereof
in
said
go to the secretary of the nearest Red
commonwealth
of
pointed administratrix of the estate of
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, havsaid deceased; date of qualification
Cross chapter and describe the sltuaing been presented to the judge of pro12.
A.
D
July
1920.
tlon. Tour confidence will be sacredly
NOTICE.
bate for our said County of Hancock
(
Dated at Ellsworth this twenty-ninth !
This is to give notice that I hereby
for the purpose of being allowed, filed
! respected and every possible effort will
day of September. A. D. 1920.
release to my minor son. Ralph B.
and recorded in the probate court of
be made to aid you.
our
Dodge, his time for the remainder of
said County of Hancock
ROBERT P KING.
->
his minority.
-.
I shall claim none of hts
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
Register.
to all persons interested therein,
earnings nor pay any bills of his conby
American Red Croee Roll Call.
tracting after this date.
publishing a copy of this order three
CHARLES H. DODGE.
weeks successively in The Ellsworth
The Fourth Annual Roll Call of the Bluehill,
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS.
9,
mo..
Sept.
American, a newspaper printed at EllsAmerican Red Cross will be held this
worth, In said county of Hancock, prior
PAUPER NOTICE.
day °* October, A.
ALICE H. SCOTT,
D.
year from Armistice Day, November HAVING CONTRACTED WITH TH®
1920. that they may appear at a probate
11, to Thanksgiving Day, November 23, j city of Ellsworth to support and cars
court then to he held at
Specialty made of
Ellsworth, in
need assistance
for
who
those
may
and for said
this period the men !
inclusive.
of Hanoock, at ten
during five years beginning Jan. X. TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND o clock in thecounty
forenoon,and show cause.
GENERAL Cl ERICAL WORK
and women of the Cnlted States will 1920. and are legal residents of EllsIf any they have, against the same.
all
worth.
I
forbid
persons
trusting
Union
Safe
pay their annual dues and renew their them on my account, as there Is plenty °f Portland, foe Deposit Sc Trust Co.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
furnishing Probate
Jud** °f ProbM
of room and accommodations to care and Surety Bonds.
membership.
Agent Oliver TypeA true copy.
for them at the City Farm house.
writer.
1
Typewriter supplies.
Attest:
-oROBERT P. KINO.
M R CARLISLB.
No. 1 School St..
Me.

NURSING SERVICE IS
RAPIDLY EXPANDING |

;

I

This American Red Cross Work
Flourishing in Small Towns

Throughout Country.

jof

f

—

|

j

|

|
I

United

Gradually the railroads are recovering from the blighting effect of
government operation.
Freight is j
said to be moving at something approaching pre-war conditions. Coal
in sufficient quantity is assured all
sections of the country by miners
and railroads, but the price will be
high.
Prices are on the down grade.
Suwheat and corn are cheaper,
cotton and wool are off, lumber and
gar.

automobiles

tumbling. There
apparently good grounds for the
expectation that the cost of living
are

are

will be less next year than this.
The
danger now is that the decline in
prices may become too precipitate,
and involve a panic, hut the decrease
in prices has not become great

enough
■icky.

far to make any of us pan-

so

Over in France this week the speed
demons of the air are fighting for
supremacy in the international race
for the
Bennett cup.
All

speed

records ever attained by man are expected to be eclipsed.
Eleven years
ago this great race was won by an
American plane that travelled at the
then astounding speed of

fifty-seven

miles an hour.
This year the United
States has sent over three
planes,
any one of which is expected to attain
a speed of 200 miles an
hour.
Certain it is that the winner
of this
year’s contest must fly at a rate of
more than three miles a minute for
the entire course of 1S6 miles.
-o-

For Better Schools,
The State department of
education is holding a series of meetings
throughout the State, under the auspices of the county teachers' association. in a “better schools” campaign.
In the
communication
announcing
the campaign. State Supt. Thomas
v

says:
the profession of teaching falls
responsibility of directing state
national forces and policies.
It
becomes
therefore,
that
necessary,
the ^‘>00 teachers and the 1500 school
officers in council with the patrons of
the school take stock and devise ways
and means of increasing the efficiency
of

schools at the outset of the
year rather than to wait, as too often
<
is the
use. until near the close.
The
150/t "t children of the State now are
mobilized under these teachers expectour

ing to receive such Instruction that
they may be able to meet the future in
the most happy and efficient manner.
We come together in these councils
for the purpose of formulating a proj
gram to develop a morale which will j
aid each teacher to feel that she is a
definite part of the system and charged
•with particular responsibility for the
Success of our educational enterprise.
•'It is not too much to hope that
every teacher in the State will be able
to attend one of these councils, that a
large number of our committee men
will join in this rally, and that patrons
In general will lend their co-operation
to the encouragement of the work in
which no one is more interested than

they."
The meeting for Hancock county
will be held at
Castine
Thursday,
Oct. 7.
Tax Rate in Maine* Cities.
a table showing the
in Maine cities, for comOf the twenty cities, nine
parison.
have a higher tax rate than Ellsworth.
Auburn .030
Augusta .039
Bangor .035
Bath .032
Belfast .053
Biddeford .03 2
Brewer .030
Calais .042
Eastport ..040
Ellsworth .034

Following is

tax

rate

Gardiner.035
Hallowell

.035

Lewiston.030
Old Town .045
Portland .0304
Rockland .035
Saco .032
South Portland.0318

Waterville.030
Westbrook

.032
-o-

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced
by constitutional conditions,
and in order to cure it you must take
anlnternal
Hall's
remedy.
Catarrh
Medicine is taken internally and acts
through the blood on the mucous surfaces of the system.
Hall's Catarrh
Medicine was prescribed by one of the
best
physicians in this country for
It it composed of some of the
years
best tonics known, combined with some
of the best blood purifiers.
The perfect
combination of the ingredients in Hall's
Catarrh Medicine is what produces such
wonderful results In catarrhal
condiSend for testimonials, free.
tions.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props. Toledo, O.
All Druggists. 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

STATE OK MA]*E.
To all person* interested

the estate# hereinafter
of
At a probate court
held
In and for the County of at
tt»
the fourteenth
year of our Lord on*
‘be
hundred and twenty and
nla«
by
ment from the seventh
of
day
4
tember A. D. 192# term
s,pThe following matters of
presented
for
be#a
the action
hereinafter Indicated. It I* h»,.K eupoa

n*mIi,htr
rS:

diy

ll,w#rth

oj
ofVL^?®^
UioseiL1'1

.I1,

,,dJrf°“rr>LB
haltns
l'nUrt
thf.
th!Jr

ORDERED: That notice
given to all
persons
Merrtuff* b2
causing a copy of this order
tl'I1
llahed three weeks

succea«iIyi?»b.e

p#b.
In Tbe
Ellsworth American a
llshed at Ellsworth in
they may appear at a
th»t
b* held at Ell.worth
flflh
day of October
i>.
of the clock in the
forenoon
heard thereon if they
b*
Warren H. Whitmore, late of \i
Desert. In raid counly
certain Instrument
A
to
la-1 Will and testament
dt"
ceased, together with petition
bate thereof and for the
pro'
the executrix w11hout
°<
d'
seated by Emma A
the
executrix therein named
William W. Hoyle, late of
Kuck.no..'•
In said county, deceased.
Emma J Boyle or some
other su
person he appointed
the .state of William W.
oui giving bond, presented
J
Boyle, widow of sahl d ceas.-.l
Celia M. Littlefield, late of p. ooh.
In said county, deceased
Amon IX Littlefield or some
able person be appointed
of the estate of
giving bond, presented by
S*
"
D'
son of said
Brewer W Spurling. late
boro. In said county, decease,!
tltlon that Jlary F
other suitable person Spuning
be
minlstrator of the estate ,7f
ceased, presented by Mary K.
epurnng,
widow of said decease.!
Lucius a Whipple, late of
Cranberry
Isles, in said county, deceased
‘Ion that Annie W.
.Spurling or
other suitable person be
minlstrator of the estate of
,a
ceased, without giving bond.
presented
•SPUr“"K d*“«b‘“
said

.Sfd cSSml ?!b‘
Sn th?Ur«tl°
i?2() h<„.
ltn
ae? caulld
derll •M,°ur“
5d
o® shuI’ nb*
fi.
anno/oiH

purporting

gl‘nailf',vb‘
Wh|fn'or P.r,fl>etltlm?P.?

uB'

admlnlstratofbl!
Bowl

hyEmmiV

'«Ll

Littlefield,

I>.titufl’Vi01,
otherYul?'

adminil,lu.l*

deceased."without
deceased™

of'oould*
,%J ‘Le'

apjSinud Id
f,d‘
Hi,Itrlinf

pit!

Lll
appoint,’!!
ial'

<“

deceased

!

—

!

j

developing

j
[

“WOMEN

HOME SERVICE FOR
EVERYBODY IN NEED
—

j

!

j

[

j

WANTED

j to purchase 9mall model
of square-rigged ship,
full rigged.

Address Miss D. T. Ar-

tion

nold, Northeast

Harbor, Me.

I

j

j

j

During

Subscribe for The American.

|

Ellsworth.

j

Register.

final account of Enid Hunt
Slat,
*'
eentft*. filed for settlement
Charles H. Allen, late of
Sullitan
-n
said county, deceased
First
account of AIvtn T Wilson, ad,,.'
trator. filed for settlement
John Oiscn. late of lsouthw<M
war.
bor
In said county. dcccas^.
f
and final account of W
n liu
administrator, filed far •rttlsmt
Isabel Alexander, lal* of
Kllsvvf.rh
in said coumv
«.*
final account of Sarah
Ab-xand< r
recutrlx. filed for settlement
Edward a Smith. 1. t. or
r,
•ald counlw dooms. .1
Final
of Charles E. Smith, admin.»ira'.
k
n. c. t.
filed for settlement
Alba W Spencer. late of
Kllswonh
In said county, deceased
I rtu
\r,i
final account of Ida Fl Spencer
-v.-cu.
trlx. filed for settlement
Klsa Dladerlch. a minor of liar
Harbor. In said county.
Firm and
account of Enid Hunt Slat,
g.^rdun
filed for settlement.
Frederick A. Sweet, a minor
dgwlck. In said county.
Account <*(
a
H. Hweet. guardian, file-1 :

I.

..

Amo.nr

final

ment.

Philip SV. K. Svvc«t.,i minor, of S-dg.
wick, in said county.
Final
; of
Julia H. Sweet, uuardlau. filed
art.
tlermnJL
Stewart O. Macka.v, a minor
> uphill. In said county..
First and final
account of Annutli \iackay Py
u
.rdlan. filed for settlement.
Corydon A. Hichant&ou. late of Hat
Harbor. In said county, deceased First
and final account of Grace A Hu •.risen, executrix, filed for settl.n
Emma H. Dean. laVe of Newark. New
Jersey, deceased. Petition filed \ Ji;ison C.
Prosser, executor of t>> .„9*
will and testament of said d*.
that the amount of the inheritar,
-*x
on the estate of said dec-used
daterrnln- d by the Judge <»f ProbatChester Art hi* Koacfl of Par lUrhor.
in said county, yetlttous said
t teat
his name be changed to Chester Arthur
Wescott.
Nathan Ash. late of Itar Harbor in
said county. 'Iccc&jmmI.
First u
jr.t
of Sarah A. Ash. executrix, f..for
settlement.
Kichard G. Ix»rk. late of W.at G »»h-a.
county of Chester. Pennsylvam v. deceased.
Petition filed by Phi rtl G.
Park. Jr., and the Union Truv
-tna
of
corporation
Pittsburgh.
pany.
Pennsylvania. praying that t
,ippotntmerit oX said petition cr*
-i as
trustees under the last will and
*'.iment of said deeesusvd. be confirmed i-y
said court*.
Almira. S. Clark, late of Kii*«urth.
in said county, deceased
inA
rt.-»
strument purporting to be th** las*. "ill
and testament of said d.*<• I
together w i&ti petit ten for i
of and fair the appointin' tit of the executor without giving bond pr• -er.!ed
thereby William E. Whiting. exe» jt
In named.
ThoiQAi Sabin*. late of Bucks; -ti. in
•ah! county.
.r. : of
KirWalter K. Curtis, administrator,
riled
for settlement.
Charlotte M. Buck, late «»f Orl.in l In
said county, deceased
ih&t
Petition
other
Charlotte B. Bsswstcr or so:;
suitable pe-son bs appoint*
istrator de bunas non with the will annexed of the »state of said d< rased,
presented by Charlotte is r.r> \'>i-r a
Ar rt R
daughter of said deceased
Buck the executor narued in »« i will
be tag now deceased.
Ar*-hle B. Redman. late of StoringA
ton. In said county, deceased
e the
?uan
instrument puriortjng to
'•
l.u»t will and testament
<*f
proceased, toigether with petit;..tmenl
bate thereof and for the api
" ir.
»C Percy T. Clarke. adminlM'.r.r
the will annexed, presented
M.vra
wul
MJIJs. a beneficiary named in
Arvllla W. Clark*-.
of
.<•*
Harbor.
in
sajd
county
titioa filed by Emma C Not
*-rla-n
servator. for license to •*«
real eaitateof said ArviJht W
arlt:
anfl
situated in said Southwest Mar1
n.ore fsiiy «l. « ribed in Si
Witness. Bertrand E. Clark, judge of
said court at
B11swt>rth thts f"ur*
teenth day of Sfeptsinber in tiie v at 01
our Lord one thousand nine hunarea
axui twenty.
ROBERT P. KING. Register.
▲ true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT F. KINO.
■

■

■

Register.

STATE OF MAIMS.

HANCOCK as.
At
a
probate court herd at
worth, tn and far said Cousty of

fci*»»*

’7
cock, on the seventh day of S.‘i'
in the year of ©nr Lord one thousand
nln© hundred and twenty.
..
A certain instrument purport.ng
be a copy of the last will ami teSl*.
»
late
ment of Richard
Park,
G.
West Goshen. In the county oi u»*
and otnmonwealth of Perinsylvani1
ceased, and of the probate thereof
said commonwealth
Pennsylvas
of
duly authenticated, having been P"
sented to‘the Judge of probate for •»
said County of Hancock for the pan*0, »
of being allowed, tiled and recorded
the probate court of our said County
_

■

■

Hancock.
Ordered.

That

thereof

notice

all persons interested tner
tm
a copy of this order
weeks successively in the Ells*®
at rAmerican, a newspaper printed
P"
tvorth, In said County of Hancock.
°ct0
of
to
the
fifth
day
, t
A. D. 1920. that they may »P.P“ Elliprobate court then to be held at n*
of
County
worth, !n and for said
cock, at ten o’clock In
and show cause. If any they
against the same.
.rk.
BERTRAND E. CLAKh
Judge of Proustgiven

to

by publishing

,hekf“rehav»

_

A true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P.

_

Kilter-

Subscribe for The American
12.00 a year.

!

BLUVORTH

falls.

of North PenobMrs. W. H. Lowell
', who has been visiting here, rehome Saturday.
Dalton J Franklin Is home from
visit.
Dexter for a
Leroy Haslam and wife of Bangor
Arthur W. Salisbury
_ere quests of
and Sunday.
and Wife Saturday
L.
Higgins and wife, who
Waldo
for the summer
have been employed
Harbor, have been here
8( Northeast
w.lth Mrs. Higgins'
for a few days
Asa C. Flood and wife.
Barents,
1
Mrs. Mary O'. Clark of Atkinson,
who has been visiting Miss
N 11
Mabel F. .Maddoeks. has gone to Hancock to visit her sister before returning home.
Mrs. Oscar Doyle accompanied Mr.
Doyle's sister. Mrs. Warren Davis of
Bar Harbor, on a trip to Belfast to
visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Shaw of
South Paris were here for the weekMrs. Shaw was Miss Mildred
end.
Fernald. and was married to Mr.
Her many friends
Shnw last week.
here extend congratulations.
The Lincoln Pulpwood Co. is loading pnlpwood to-day. having ten cars
It has not had
set in last night.
any cars for two weeks, a serious

furn’ed

handicap.
-o-

Franklin.
Miss Florence Dunn was a recent
in
Bangor.
visitor
Mrs. Caroline Bragdon is visiting
In Bangor.
Grafton Bunker, third selectman,
is spending two weeks In Rockland.
Friends of Mrs. Abble Dunn regret her illtness, and hope for a

speedy

recovery.

Miss Gwvnn of Bar Harbor conducted Sunday services in the Baptist
church here.
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Blake of Addison were guests of Dr. and Mrs. C. S.
Underhill last week.
Mrs. Otto Hanson, who has spent
two weeks here with relatives, returned to Boston Saturday.
Mis James Bunker spent Friday
and Saturday at Mt. Desert Ferry,
where Mr. Bunker has been stationed.
Clyde Bragdon, who Is home from
Northeast Harbor, has had an operation on his throat and nose.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Springer will
close their home here and spend the
winter
at
Rumford.
where their
daughter, Mrs. (Hendon Stephens, resides.
The Franklin baseball team played
the "Radios'" at Bor Harbor Saturday
afternoon
It was a whirlwind game,
ending 15 to 11 In favor of Franklins.
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon Is visiting her
daughter. Mrs. Clyde Robertson. a‘.
North Sullivan.
John Bragdon left Monday for
Quincy. Cal., to live with his sister.
Mrs. Frances Maurizzlo.
Fred Circuit left for Ohio, where he hns work.
Miss Ruth Tracy came home Friday from Eastern Maine hospital,
where she was operated upon for ap-

pendicitis.

The death of Miss Louise E. Wilbur of Eastbrook, a student here at
the high school. Is deeply regretted
by all. Acute appendicitis developed
Thursday. She was taken to Bangor
for treatment, and died Sunday.
Sept. 27.
B.
Ka*t Orland.
Mrs. William Ingalls left for her
borne at North Orland Wednesday,
after a visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Dunbar.
Boyd Dunbar is at home from Seal
Harbor, where he spent the summer.
Mason Stanley arrived home last
week from Seal Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Blaisdell and
three children, of Bucksport. visited
bis parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell. Sunday.
H. A Snow arrived home
Monday
from Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs Warren Dunbar have
moved into the house owned by the
Penobscot BaV Electric Co.
Miss Helen Dunbar Is at home
from a visit in Watervllle.
Mrs. Harry White and son, of
Hingham. Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. George White.
Mrs. James DeRocher is in Nashua,
*V H
where she underwent a surgical operation at the
hospital Friday.
*e DeRocher was at home from
\rn
iillinocket for a short visit last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P, Mason. Mrs. A.
panbar and Mason Stanley visited

in

Camden Thursday.

Haney Ginn is having the house
‘“at he purchased of Mrs. William
®rct‘ moved to his lot.
Orrtn Ginn
is doing the
work
S<?pt. 27.
M
Tremont.

,;'e community was shocked and
saddened last Friday to hear of the
aeuth of Everett R.
Rich, only son of
Mrs. Leslie J. Rich. Tremont
f‘r- an<>
on<‘ of *ts m0Ht
popular and bein?P
ted young men. He was
of sterling
.'‘“racier,

an active member of the
Hat Ian
Endeavor, a faithful at•ndant of the Sunday school, having
Ibe past year, and a
.„?n.,reasurer
niber of the junior class of the
southwest Harbor high school. He
been chosen manager of the
hiasset
.u
ball team for the coming year,
s‘‘rvlces> were held at the
eh,
cniireh Sunday afternoon. Rev. O. L.
"dh whom
was
Everett
a
a'
favorite, officiating. The many
k
ful I,oral offerings were silent
tnVe
n*
love and esteem.
Deep
il’athy is extended to the bereaved
Parents and relatives.
Sept. 27.
K

1al

--o-

brent Pond.

^Haynes

was

taken suddenly

eighteen women voters
In There
but on'.v four voted—three
inn,,0,'!,1''
Publicans and one democrat.
on the road ls
Progressing
won
Mr. Dunham of Mariavlile is
are

dni„

wi(b his motor truck.
Worg Ibat would require

ngJravel

*l*hor»es
I,ay
,hiMr-*eek

of Bangor has been here
looking over the Dead
ln regard to building a dam.
U na*
bought the Dunning land, and
jm
a crew
peeling pulp wood,
If h
builds the dam it will bring the
him?
•umber this way
Sept. 27.
.-Cat.”

Btrl

J®

HARDING—THE EDITOR

Methodist Fair.
The annual fair of the Methodist
society will be held October 6 at Hancock hall. There will be an attractive
display of agricultural products, and
the usual booths for the sale of useful and fancy articles, confectionery.
Ice-cream, etc. Dinner will be served
at noon.
In the evening the 3-act play, “A
Country Kid,” will be presented, with
the following cast:
Torn Cunningham, a wanderer,
Charles Pettenglll
Frank Blandon, a wolf In sheep's
clothing.Herbert Farnsworth
Zeben Cunningham, an old farmer,
Perley E. Tracey
Bill Taylor, a tramp
.Albert Garland
Reuben Thacker, a country kid,

j CLARIONS

Made in

a

great

variety of styles and
burning.

sizes for wood and for coal

CLARIONS ARE FAMOUS
FOR EFFICIENCY
V

And
real

with

Clarions

economy—saving
pairs—long life.

Albert Davis
detective, Julius Young

Bert Lyford, a
Marlah Cunningham,

I

HEAT

efficiency

means

in fuel and

re-

so nervous.

j

Lucretia Warren

Mary Blandon. Frank's wife.
Helen Kenyon
Chick. Just plain Chick, raullne Austin
Synopsis—Act 1, a country home;
the fire.
Act 2,.at Blandon's home;
the attempted murder;
a
village
street; kitchen at Zeben's home. Act
3, the ol dpowder mill; the explosion;
a country road; the arrest.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine
Sold

by The

Ert“d

J. P. ELDRIDOE CO, INC., Ellsworth. /Vie.

that sometimes would surprise both
Religious Need of To-day.
At the Unitarian church in Ells- Jews and Greeks, and even Jesus
worth, Rev. G. T. Jones, the pastor, is himself.
Christianity to-day is pre-odelivering a series of three sermons sented as a form of good citizenship,
DOLLAR DTOWN.
on the religious need of our churches,
and is not Christianity.”
line
of
Next Sunday the remainder of the
largely on the
thought
Burdett Sawyer and family have brought out at the Harvard summer report of the summer school will be
moved to Mrs. John F. Royal's house school of theology which Mr. Jones given.
on Birch avenue. Ellsworth.
attended this year.
Mrs. John Eaton and little daugh"We need fo-day,” said Mr. Jones,
ter Erlene. of Everett, Mass., are vis- in the first of these sermons on
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
iting Mrs. William Kemp. jr.
September 19, “a conception of God
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smith and that will command the mind and
Effective September 20, 1920
son Norman, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolphus
heart of the people.
Through our
Ladd and son Ralph motored to West i knowledge of the beauty and wonder
International.
BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Senator Warren G. Harding, Republican nominee for President, is thor* Tremont Sunday.
of nature that God has created, and
amIpm
pm
pm
-oof the forces of love, and righteousoughly familiar with the imposing stone and can “make-up" rapidly and skill* j
Bar Harbor..lv-. tetOOj. f4 25.
South Deer Isle.
ness in human nature, the concep- Sorrento.lv.
fully. Here he is shown “making up" forms in the composing room of his
t4 55
Capt. and Mrs. Ed. Carman and tions of a world that belonged to the Hancock Pt..lv.
newspaper, the Marion (O.) Star.
daughter Christie leave this week for prince of darkness and of a lost man- Sullivan.Iv.
Mt Desert Fy ar.. t6t35. t5 15
Camden.
Christie will attend the kind are no longer preached and no
high school there.
Manset.lv.*12x15.
effective.
we
longer
Consequently
Southwest Har
*12x25.
Oscar Barter has returned home need a new conception of
in Northeast Har
God
*12*40.
from Bath.
harmony with our knowledge and Seal Harbor..lv
*lz00j.
Capt. William Shepard has re- judgment of nature and human Bar Haibor ..lv. *9 40 *2zl5:. §4e00
turned from New York, where he nature, that will give to the pulpit an Mt Desert Fy ar.flO 20 *2z50. §4e40
has had charge of a yacht through effective message, and the people Mt Desert Fy lv.tlO 30 J8rl0 f5 45 §4e45
the season.
such a vision of God. uplifting to the Waukeag,. 10 36 *3rl7 5 51 4e52
Calm, Steady, Determined, the American Who Is Leading
Hancock. 10 39
5 54 4e55
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Powers and mind and quickening to the heart, Franklin Road.
10 47 .! f6 01 f5e03
little daughter Norma of Deer Isle, that it will be considered an honor Wash’gt’n June. 11 03
the Republican Party to Victory Goes About the Busi6 20 5el2
Ellsworth.
11 11, t3r40 6 27 5e2Q
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W.
and something precious to go to Ellsworth
Falls.. 11 17:.
6 32
5e28
ness of the Campaign in His Modest Office in Marion.
Rice.
>
Mr. Powers has just returned church.”
Nlcolin.fll 82.
(6 461 5e40
from a trip in southern waters.
11 43
Last Sunday Mr. Jones spoke of Green Lake.
6 65| f5e51
Lake.fll 52:. f? 02 f5e59
Capt. Adrian Stanley is spending a tw'o courses at the summer school Phillips
McKenzie’s. .'.
f-04 f6e02
By WILLIAM HOSTER.
the senator. Jukt at the minute he Is few days with his family here. that bore directly upon this inquiry. Holden. 1. I 12 01
7 09 8e07
Brewer June...
12 24
6e29
7 29
The American people will decide, reading proof on editorials which are While home he is painting his house. “The New Testament and Historical
12
30
Bangor- ..ar.f
t7 35 §6e85
^4r45i
The body of Parker Robbins was Christianity” and
Present
Theologiof course
If they can visualize the to tie printed In hls newspaper, the
brought here from Boston this week cal Tendencies.” “The first course.” Bangor.lv. tl 85 ♦SrOO *8 00 *8 00
vital principle which Is at stake—the Marlon "Star," In the afternoon.
The for burial.
he said, “took up an examination of
senator stands for
Portland.ar.i *5 55 J9r20 *1 05 *1 05
that
Is
everything
L.
spirit which is at once the keynote
Sept. 27.
the source and of the significance of
PM
AM
AM
PM
In the "Star," and is careful
printed
the terms. ‘Christ’ and ‘Lord’ when Boston via
and the mainspring of the campaign
to reud what goes Into Its columns beDover
ar..
!.
to
Penobscot.
Jesus.
The
applied
conclusion Boston via
upon which the nation has entered, fore the
Mrs. Harold Perkins and children was that the word ‘Christ’ annointpaper goes to press.
DisposPortsmouth ar. *9 25. *4 50 *4 50
there can be no doubt of the result.
‘8 15 *8r55..
.ar.
ing of the proof sheet, he shukes are home from an extended visit with ing, from the time of Jesus back in New York
[t Isn't a thing that can he carried hands
Philadelphia ar.cl0r56.
Jewish histoj-y. was used in so many I Washington
cordially with you, and you are her father. Mark C. Devereux.
ar. c3r00.
Mrs. Ruth Smith arrived Friday ways that it could mean almost
about the country, and exhibited from at liberty to size him up.
PM
AM
AM
anyjAM
from Seal Harbor, where she has thing; that the term
the rear end of a Pullman car,
It is
‘Lord’ came
Mark Him Dependable.
the
summer.
spent
from
the
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Greeks,
and
out of
a
wholly apart from the red Bre, blarHe Is somewhat above the average,
Mrs. Eva M. Sellers of Ellsworth heathen conception; that each was
ing hands and stump oratory of old- of course, because he has
f P M 1 P to ! A M PM
was the week-end guest of Dr. and
been
out
of
a
already
past civilization and inter- Washington lv. clrOt.
fashioned campaigns.
The Issue, In singled out
Mrs.
M.
A.
Wardwell.
of
life
lv.
Philadelphia
the
pretation
that
was
so
different
c4r04.
by
people of Umo to
Mrs. Alma Gray of Bluehill spent from ours that these words have no New York-lv. r6rl(‘.
short, goes deep down to that principle represent them In the senate.
Boston via
But
.}.]
Sunday here with Mrs. H. C. Perkins. true application to-day. and that they
which has
Portsmouth lv. «9 00
been
the mainspring of aside from this:
.!! *7 30
You are at once
Mrs. H. E. Perkins and mother, are used to-day, separated or
Boston via
changed
the national ILfe since the days of Lex- struck
Dover lv.
by hls balance and hls poise. Mrs. Eastman Dodge, spent Thurs- from their original meaning, as
.11>r4 50 .’!.!!
AM
AMjAMPM
ington and Concord; and the pairlotlc You mark him as dependable—safe. day of last week in Bangor.
D
authority to sanction present views Portland.lv.
02 35 ^>6r0» flO 05 kll 15
ar. -5 05
citizen.
Mrs. Lillian Field and daughter
Bau8or
Republican and Democrat There Is that In bis face, on bis brow,
°10rl0| t3 10 §5 00
L_
alike, by taking counsel with himself, which gives assurance that be Is not Lillian have returned to their home
Bangor.lv. t.5 30 10r25' t3 15 §7e00
in
Brewer June.
Reading, Mass., after spending
BORN.
5 37
3 21
7e0fl
will find it Imbedded In his own heart the sort of a man who will speak withHolden
the summer with Mrs. Field’s uncle,
5 59
3 43
7e26
Here In Marlon, 0„ you get a con- out thinking, or act without deliber- William Hutchins.
GRINDAL#—At Ellsworth. Sept. 27, to McKenzie s
f6 04
I7e32
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carroll Grindal
Phillips Lake. f6 W. 13 50 f7e35
There is reserve force In nls
crete exposition of that vital princi- ating.
Mrs. Ginn of Orland is spending a
Green Lake.
6 16
of Ellsworth, a son.
4 00
7e44
Nirolin
Ii>;. f« 10 7«M
ple 'It Is good to come to Marlon and henrtng, determination In hls Jaws, few days with Mrs. C. K. Bridges.
Ellsworth Falls.
6 39.
4 23
8e09
character In hls mouth, kindly symMisses
Ethel
and
Mabel
Hutchins
Ellsworth
the
are
6
true
47 *llr30
4 31
8el6
get
perspective. Tou
MARRIED.
Wash gt n June.
In hls eyes.
and Miss Wilma Perkins have re6 53
pathy
4 37 f8e22
brought anew, here, to the realization
Franklin Road.
7 11. f4 52
8e31
turned from Seal Harbor.
As you listen to him talk here in
CAMPBELL—('AMPBELL—At Cherry
Hancock.
7 2<
5 00
8e40
that the country Is In process of elect- the
field. Sept. 16. Miss Alice Campbell Waukeag.
There will be a meeting of PenobChristian dining room, or later. In
7 24 Hr64
5 03
8e43
of Cherryfleld to Arthur H. Campbell Mt Desert
ing a chief executive to guide the des- a
Fy ar. t7 30 H2r0i *5 10 §8 50
speech to a visiting delegation from scot chapter, O. E. S., at Masonic hall
of New York.
tinies of 120,000,000 people for the
Oct.
at
7.30.
evening,
Friday
1,
Dl'FFEE—SIMPSON—At Bangor. Sept. Mt Desert Fy lv. *7 35
the front porch of hls home, this con*12||10j +5 23 §9e00
2 4. by Rev. W. S. Marshall. Sirs. Berfour years ensuing from March 4
Bar Harbor .nr. *8111.5
Capt. J. B. Sellers is spending this
*121145' t6 00 9e40
vIctlOD Is strengthened. He doesn't say
tha F. Duffee of Ellsworth to Carlton Heal Harbor-.lv.
week in Dark Harbor.
9||05.1. 10z40
next; that the very serious business of
\V. Simpson of Boothbay Harbor.
Northeast Har
9i 25.. llzOO
anything In hls office that he wouldn’t
Percy Perkins and Harold Perkins GRAY—WILSON—At Bucksport. Sept. Southwest Har. 9!.40. Ilzl5
bringing ahout what a European obsay out on the porch, nor anything on spent Sunday here with their fami25. by Rev. Walter H. Cass. Miss Dora Manset.ar. f9 45
.§llz20
server described as “a revolution by
the porch Hint he wouldn't adhere to lies.
Ikabel Gray to Roland F. Wilson,
Mt Desert Fy lv.
due process of law,” Is golog forward In all
t7 35
both of Bucksport.
sincerity In hls office.
2.
“Woodlocke.”
Sept.
McDonald—DUNBAR—At Bucksport. Sullivan.lv. t" 50.
with a proper regard for the dignity
The thing lhat strikes you at all
-oSept. 25. by Rev. Walter H. Cass. Hancock Pt .lv
and Importance of the task.
Miss Linnie H. McDonald to Warren Sorrento.lv. *8 20
times—It Is the very atmosphere of
Bar Harbor -ar. t8 55
Burrltt’s Remarkable Record.
Dunbar of East Orland.
Clyde
Scene Entirely Appropriate.
Marlon—Is hls moderation,
hls reAM
PM. PM
AM
ROBBINS
At
“Learned Blacksmith" was the epi- STINSON
Searsport.
*
Tour first InipressloD Is of the fit- straint—the absence of all bombast
Daily, f Daily, except Sundays t Daily,
Sept. 18. by Rev. N. F. Atwood. Miss
thet bestowed upon Ellhu Burritt. the
except
Saturday
S.
Daily,
Beatrice
except
Monday
Stinson
A.
ness of Marlon as the scene for the and exaggeration In
hls statements,
^to Maynard
§ Sunday only, k Saturday only
Carries
American reformer, author and linBobbins, both of Deer Isle.
no coaches. Pullman passengers onlv, disenactment of such a chapter In Amer- the careful presentation of the issues,
Epping. N. H.. continued eastbouud
guist. who lived from 1810 to 1879. THOMPSON—RICH—At
from New York. PhilaSept. 23. Mrs. Ada B. Thompson, for- delphia and
ican history.
It Is a quiet little coun- the avoidance of ail attempt to urray
October
and
Washington
Octo1,
He began his career as a blacksmith
merly of Ellsworth, to William E. ber 3 westbound
b Commencing October
try town, for all Its boasted Industrial one class against the other, the con- about
Rich of Trenton.
31 will leave one hour later c Monday, Wed1827, nnd worked nt that trade
activity; and when you approach the veyance of the desire. If called to the for
and
f
nesday
Friday
Flag stop, e Disconmany years, during which time he
tinued after October 24
DIED.
Discontinued after
Harding residence, one among mnny presidency, to be president of all the made himself
October 2 t Will not run Mondays until Noproficient In numerous
In Its
simplicity and attractiveness, people: and, without making any high- ancient and modern
vember
1 z Discontinued after October 3Ac- HUTCHINS^ At Bucksport. Sept. 21*.
languages
you feel It Is quite In keeping with sounding promises, to give all of the
Dana c. Douglass,
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Hutchins, aged. 84
cording to Mathews’ “Getting On in
events that from this typical American people the best that Is In him.
years. 7 months.
Vice-presideut and Gen. Man.
the World," Elihu Burritt acquired a JEWELL—At
Verona, Sept. 12.
Miss
home there should come a modest, digM. L. HARRIS
Avoids Personal Controversy.
Louisa S. Jewell, aged 82 years.
of
IS
nnd
22
diamastery
languages
nified and capable, up-stnndlng AmerGeneral Passenger Agent.
North Bucksport. Sept. 28.
Particularly noticeable Is hls avoid- lects, “not by rare genius, which he SMITH—At
Maria E., widow of Henry J. Smith,
ican upon whom the choice of his felPortland, Maine.
ance
of personal controversy. Not disclaimed, but by Improving the bits
aged 71 years. 3 months, lii days.
low citizens should fall to uphold the
WARDW’ELL—At Bucksport. Sept 21.
once since hls nomination has Hardof
which
time
he
could
nnd
fragments
Mrs. Elizabeth Wardwell, aged 84
honor and traditions of the nation.
referred In a public speech to hls steal from bis occupation as a blackyears. 8 months.
6 EXTRA FINE "COLONIAL” HAIR NETS
This conviction grows when you meet ing
WILBUR—At Bangor, Sept. 26. Louise
smith."
He
adheres to the Issues.
E
the man. He Is typical of the success- opponent.
FOR SI.00.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn
-oWilbur of Eastbrook. aged 16 years.
ful business man—of the hundreds of Not once has he permitted himself to
•All Colors Except Grey or White.
thousands of successful Americans Indulge In personal denunciation of
Lifetime in Weaving a Shawl.
Style—Cap or Fringe.
CARO OF THANKS.
who hnve accumulated a competence ms rnai.
The Metropolitan museum of New
These nets are of extra fine guaranWe
wish
to
thank
our
friends
and
He Is sane.
He has Used convic- York has a rare Persian shawl said to
through the ordinary channels which
neighbors for their kindness and sym- teed quality and larger than the ortions as to the moderation and bal- be 105
are open to all hard working, straightThe shawl is 11 feet pathy in our sad bereavement and for dinary net.
In department stores,
years old.
the many beautiful flowers.
ance
which should characterize canforward American hoys.
4
nets of this quality sell for 20 and
worked
In
deby
feet,
long flowing
MR. AND MRS. LESLIE J. RICH.
Meet him, now. He has established didates for the high othce of the pres- signs of the palm leaf nnd the River
2f> cents each.
Tremont
Sept. 27. 1920.
We reduce the cost of selling direct
idency ; departure from which he be- of Life, with the stories of the
an office In the home of George Chrisfrom importer to consumer, and we
tian, Jr., his secretary, which adjoins lieves, without doing any good to the mosques.
The predominating colors
guarantee every net.
If dissatisfied,
the Harding house—and this Is typi- candidate who offends, does serve to are mellowed garnets and brown, with
return the package and get your
cal : chief and secretary live side by bring American Institutions Into con- alternating sheens of steel gray and
Manufacturer
and
dealer
in
back.
money
side, each owning his own modest tempt
rusty brown. An expert to whom the
PILGRIM TR ADING CO.,
During the war there was a Hard- shawl was shown said its
And by the way, these exechome.
makeup prob170
Federal
St.,
utive officers are Illuminating as to log-kind of man In service as bo'sun ably represented the lifetime of the
Roston, Mass.
The
the kind of a man It Is whom the Re-1 on an American merchantman.
Monuments, Tablets and Markers
weavers.
Name.
publican party has made Its standard time came when the ship was torEll&worth and Bar Harbor, Me.
bearer In this epoch-making campaign. pedoed ; and the bo’sun was put In
LINE
OF
Address.
FULL
Every room In the house Is given over charge of the tiller on the whaleboat
to the business In bund—the senator's In which a goodly portion of the crew
Style ...
conference room Is the Christian din- took refuge. A storm arose, and there
the
was Imminent
that
where
boat
danger
the
office,
his
room,
private
ing
Color.
In the
stern
Important conferences are held, Is the would be swamped.
SEPARATORS,
kitchen. In the living room sits Chris- sheets sat the bo-sun, rigid and erect, CREAM
Quantity
DRESSING SPREADERS
Elsewhere, from cellar to gar- bis band locked to the tiller. He said
tian.
I" now and then to the
KEROSENE ENGINES
ret, the staff are at work. No confu- little—“Steady
sion, no disorder, no hectic shouting rowers; or “hold fast; take her head
carried in stock. All
Machine
parts
as the boat rose on the crest of a
at the top of one's voice, no running on I"
kinds of repairing promptly done.
around In circles, pounding of the giant wave, and then plunged straight
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
the trough of the sea. But
L. E. TREADWELL,
table, no Harrying. Jimmying or Bllly- down Into
of for twenty-three hours stralght-away,
Ellsworth,
lng, with strident denunciations
Work and
the other side, and loud boastings of he held fast to the tiller, and he didn't Agent for International Harvester Co.
HONEST
WORK: HONEST PRICES
the way the opposition candidate Is relinquish It until he had guided the
of America.
thor- boat hard and fast on a friendly beach.
to be beaten Into a pulp. Just a
Years' Experience.
Twenty
Then be got up and stretched and
ough, careful, brsiness-llke transacPersona! attention to all details.
Telephone
tion of the business In hand—precisely asked for a pipe of tobacco.
or mall orders promptly attended to.
Calm, steady, determined and knowthe wny In which we like to think the
NAPHTHA CLEANINE
work of 120,000,000 people will be con- ing his business, one conceives of All Kinds of Uundry Work.
Save money by buying dress materducted at the White House after the other Harding thus guiding the
Goods called for and delivered
ial and coatings direct from factory.
ship through any storm that may
Murch 4.
attention to parcel post work Write for samples, and state garment
Special
Step Into the dining room and meet arise, to a safe harbor.
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
planned. F. A. PACKARD. Box 35.
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Telephone 1T8-1.
Ellsworth. Me. Camden. Maine.
State Street.
—
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H, W. DUNN

High Grade

Granite and Marble

FARM MACHINERY

PLUMBING

..

Jobbing.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

WOOLENS

EDWARD F. BRADY,

VV. S. Hutchings, Sept. 20, Rev. Mr.
Cass officiating.
Rising Sun lodge,
F. and A. M., attended in a body.
In this town, 158 women registered
The oldest
for the recent election.
woman
voting in Orland was Mrs.
Hannah Grindle, aged ninety-one
years.
-o-

MOOT
TheAll Round Varnish

An oufdoor, indoor varnish for everything
that needs varnishing. Inside, it puts the stamp
of youth on prematurely old woodwork, or rubs
down to a rich finish on fine furniture.
Outside, it runs the gamut of snow, hail, rain or
sizzling sun and doesn’t lose its glossy grin.
INOROUT is a Spartan for punishment.
Samples
have

been boiled for two solid hours without even
the finish.
You will be fast friends after you
have once met INOROUT. New’ England mada, and it's
snequaled. Gallons, quarts and pints.

effecting

State

Bay

Liquid Paints

protect as they beautify. No matter what job you have
in mind, there is a Bay State product to do it.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND

&

BOSTON. MASS.

Largest ‘7'juU and I'amtth Makers

New

hi

•

foe

can

CO., Iftc.

EngUtmd
v

bay loorool Varnish

and

Bay Slate Petal tram

A. C. Fernald,
Mt. Desert
T. J. Hinckley,
Bluehill
Daniel McKay,
Surry
Alfred Joyce,
Brooklin
J- V\. Paris,
Sedgwick
Smith Bros.,
Sedgitick
R. '1. Buckminster, Sedgwick
F. H. Harding,
Sargentville

Davis Bar Harbor Buckboard
C. F. Fuller,
Ellsworth
Bar Harbor
Co.,
\
L. W. Tabbutt & Son, Bar Har
E. A. Lawler, Southwest Har
G. E. Turner, Northeast Har
F. W. L.unt,
West Tremont
H. P. Richardson,
McKinley

I

■—

West Brooksvifle.

— ■■

J

Bangor and through Aroostook coun®.‘ umer Pemaquid made her last I tv, stopping at Wytopltlock to visit
trt* to Rockland for the season Sep- j Mrs. Cummings' sister. Miss Hazel
tem'< r 26.
! Leach, who is teaching there.
Miss Lucy Hale Taplev is visiting
Emery W. Tapley, Clara E. Blodher brother. 0. L. Tapley.
| sett. Misses Dorothy and Delma
V. M. Tapley of Portland spent the
Tjijpley are attending Castine high
week-end with his parents, Capt. and sH^oi.
tire. George H. Tapley.
Miss Emily M. Tapley has gone to
fieorge 0. Tapley, after spending Oakland to visit her brother John.
tlsq summer here, has returned to
Jerome P. Tapley and Bentl.v Grinf'arti'pnd high school.
dle have been drawn to serve on the
Trank Babson has moved his fam- jury at the October term of
court.
ily mio the John Smith house now
Sept. 27.
“Tomson.”
owned, by C. Roy Tapley.
Miss Alice Mills has resumed teachOrlanri.
mg at Clinton, after the vacation
The body of William Bj
Hutchings.
with her mother, Mrs. Lucy Mills.
Who died in the service in Germany in
Mr and Mrs. E. E. Cummings and |
of 1919. was brought here
February
Jnagfiter Arlene have returned from for
interment.
;
Services were held at
a week’s motor
trip to Winterport, j the home of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs.

As
1

sure as

South Deer Isle.
has
who
Miss Margaret Peirce,
been in Brooklin for the summer, has
returned home.
M. C. Pert, who has been stationed
in Cuba some time, spent a few days
this week with his daughter. Mrs.
Maynard Stinson.
is
Mrs. Mary Fogg
visiting In

Stonington.
C. C. Warren, who has been in
Gloucestef. Mass., for the summer,
has opened his home here.
Miss Celeste M. Hendrick went to
Portland Wednesday to spend a few
From
days with her brother Rov.
there she will go to Fryeburg, to
teach the commercial course in the

academy.
School opened this
Mrs.
week;
Nettie L. Stinson, teacher.
Albert Barter is running a clam
smack for Charles Webb of Oceanville.
Mrs. E. E. Rice and son Raymond and Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Dyer
and son Elmer of Gouldsboro have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W.
Rice.
They made the trip by auto.
On returning. Mr. and Mrs. Rice accompanied them.
L.
Sept. 20.
Otis
Mrs. Fannie Young is very ill.
Her many friends hope she soon will
be fully recovered.
Eben Salisbury, wife and children,
moved to Brewer last week.
Edgar
Remick has work in Brewer, and will
Board with the Salisburys.
Winfield
Jellison
of
Salisbury
Cove, who owns the fine old Remick
farm, has carpenters at work remodeling the house.
E. L. Grover, roadman, has a crew
at work on the piece of State-aid
road, near the Grant place.
Clarence Jordan, who finished his
work at Seal Harbor last week, is
visiting his sister. Mrs. E. L. Grover,
before returning to Brewer.

I

you

foot high—

are a
you

Bluchill.
E. G. Williams has gone to Boston
for a short visit.
Dr. E. G. Barrett and wife left
Tuesday for a week's visit in Boston.
Beginning October 4. the stores in
the village will close at 6 p. m. during the winter.
Townsend
returned1
.Mrs. R. F.
from Bangor. Saturday, after a sucat
cessful
performed
operation
Paine's hospital.
Edward Snow left Saturday to accept a position as principal of the
high school at Columbia Falls.
Horace K. Duffy post. American
Legion, will resume regular meetings,
A large
Wednesday evening Oct. 6.
attendance is desired, as there is business of importance to be transacted.
At a meeting
Saturday of the
women's division of the republican
Lena
Snow
town committee, Mrs.
was appointed acting chairman durof
Mrs.
Florence
absence
the
ing
Merrill.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the moving-picture comtown
hall.
pany was held in the
Sept. 22. Maxwell R. Hinckley was
Wescott
W.
Brooks
elected president.
vice-president and Harry Hinckley
was
It
voted
secretary-treasurer.
that all authority shall be vested In
these three officers, instead of in a
board of seven directors as formerly.
E. G. Williams was unanimously reelected manager.
S.
Sept. 27.

will like this Camel Turkish

rfsniMfc

IMP
'•mala

got such cigarettecontentment as Camels hand

YOU

never

you. Camels quality and expert
blend of choice Turkish and choice
domestic Tobaccos make this

goodness possible—and make you ^a
prefer this Camel blend to either ^
kind oftobacco smoked straight!

Camels mellow-mildness is a
revelation! Smoke them with
without tiring your taste I
They leave no unpleasant ciga-

«freedom

retty aftertaste

dgaretty odor/

nor

unpleasant

•

Give Camels every test—then
compare them puff-for-puff with
cigarette in the world!

rJ£hy

arm

aold-j—frrn

n oeimaiUtcaUj aaaJod
packagao
30 cigarattao; or tan pack'
*{300 o*4* rat tarn) in a glaoacarton
Wo

mood thlo
ma

mi

or

oMoo

traamJL

REYNOLDS

tobacco ca
WlaMea-Stlwn. M. ft

MRS.

GOULD

SPEAKS
TO MOTHERS

nice letter to the Dr. J. F. True
& Co.. Mrs. Irving Gould of Cheaterland,
Ohio, says: "As my boy is sick and in
mych need of your Elixir, 1 ought not
to be without it.
I cannot speak too
much praise.
Dr. True's Elixir has
done wonderful things for my children,
and I will gladly answer any mother's
letters In regard to the medicine and
In

a

suffering children."
Mrs. Gould is one of thousands of
mothers who look after he health of
Dr.
them
their children by
giving
True's Elixir, the Family Laxattvo and
Worm Expeller.
If your children have
these symptoms give them Dr. True's
Elixir.
Symptoms of worms: Dad breath,
swollen upper lip. sour stomach, occasional pains, pale face, eyes heavy
and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of
the nose and rectum, short dry cough,
red points on the tongue, starting durDr.
True's
slow
fever.
ing sleep.
Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
Expetler. is sold at "all dealers."
Three sixes.
Buy the large slxe.

Sedgwick.
How many of The American's army
of correspondents had strawberries
and cream for breakfast. Sept. 25?
While l was making graham rolls
this morning, my husband went out
and picked enough fine rtpe berries
from his patch of Progressive Everhearing strawberries so that our family of five had a good sauceplate full
of strawberries and cream.
These,
with
warm
rolls,
graham
ripe
tomatoes
the
fresh
from
vines,
doughnuts and coffee, gave us a
breakfast for which we could truly
thank the Giver of all good.
Mrs. M. E. Wiley, who has spent
the summer with her brother, F. C.
Allen, returned to her home in
Waban, Mass.. Monday.
Miss
Olson.
second
assistant
superintendent of Lowell general
who
has
her
vacation
hospital,
spent
In town, returned to her duties Mon-

day.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Martin on the
birth of a
little
daughter. Alice.
Sept. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Henry and
daughter Dorothy left for Bucksport
Monday to take possession of the
farm which
they have purchased
there.
The pupils of the Sedgwick high
school hud their annual “hare and
hounds" chase on
Friday of this
week.
The weather was ail that
could be desired, and the pupils all
a
time.
Lawrence
good
report
and
Fergerson
Pert,
Josephine
Horace Means and
Barbara
Lymburner
as
the
hares,
preceded
hounds by half an hour, and scattered bits of paper along the way for
the trail, which
ended
near
the
brook in Roy Dority’s pasture.
Here
they built a fire and roasted ajrn.
then played games, and had a royal
good time.
They were attended by
their teachers. Mr. Five and Mrs.
Bow den.
Mr. and Mrs.
Edward
Williams,
who reside on the Brooklin side of
the bridge, ure receiving congratulations on the birth of a little daughter on Sept. 28 (Dorothy Leota).
The Hancock Baptist association
met with the Baptist church in this

village on Tuesday an<J Wednesday.
Sept. 21 and 22. The Weather was
fine, and the attendance was good.
About sixty guests were entertained.
The speakers were Rev. W. H. Rice.
Rev. G. H. Hamlen, D. D., Rev. Alex
Henderson, Rev. William Reid. Rev.
R. M. Trafton, Miss GWynne. Rev. C.
D. McKusick. Rev. C. A. Smith. Rev.
J. B. Coy. Rev. Arno Dexter. Rev. D.
D. Johnson.
The general topic was
"An Awakened Church."
The meetwere
all
ings
and
Interesting

spiritual.
Sept. 25.

"Eloc."

Frenchbor®,
Mrs. Emily S. Gilman, wife of Postmaster Frank Gilman, died Sunday,
Sept. 19, after a year of suffering
from creeping paralysis.
She was a
great worker, and willing to help all
who called on
her.
She
will
be
missed by ali.
The funeral was at
the church Tuesday afternoon. Rev.
A. P.
MacDonald officiating.
She
leaves one son, James Thurlow, a
husband, six grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
George Perkins, who has been employed in Bath, was home a few days,
before going to Des Moines. Iowa. He
has re-enlisted in the 14th cavalry.
Grover and Hyman Lunt. who have
served one year at Fort McKinley
have received their discharge.
Hyman, after a few days here with his
parents, has gone to Bath to work.
Hazel Lunt has gone to Camden
to attend high school.
Bert Perkins, who has been sword
fishing in the schooner Sunapee, is
home while Capt. Smith is getting
ready for haddock fishing.
Byron Huckins of Edgecomb, who
has served a year in Fort McKinley,
is spending a few days here.
Mrs. Vera Dalzell
and
daughter
Marjorie, who have been visiting at
Vinalhaven, are home.
Sept. 22.
G.

Bayside.
Elmer
A.
Morang of Orleans.
Mass., with his son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd P. Godsback,
of Somerville. Mass., who have
spent
a few days w-ith Mr.
Morang's uncle.
W« L. Remick, have motored through
Maine, and will return by way of
Bangor and \ugusta.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Murch of
Millinocket on the birth of a son
James Everett, on September g.
Daniel H. Murch. who has been
employed at Bar Harbor this season
is home.

Sept.

C. A. C.

Buckvport.
The house of George
Ames
on
lower Main street wras burned earlv
Friday morning. The
barn
and
neighboring dwellings were saved. It
is not known how the
fire originated.
Elizabeth
Ward well,
widow
of
Eliakim Hutchins, died Tuesday Sept.
-1. at the age of eighty-four
years.
»he is survived by one sister.
Mrs.
Abbie W. Rich of Revere, Mass., one
son. Melvin W. Gross of New'
London,
Conn., and one daughter, Mrs. Annie
Jocylen of Bucksport.

her

KOH-I-NOR'S STORY ENDLESS

SEE

Matchleee Diamond,
Now One of Brltleh Crown Jew•Is, Wat Never Told.

Complete Talc

neighbors

of

biq

change

Nervous Indigestion Gum®‘wl* Splendid
Sinre Taking
®
Tanlac.
"My neighbors can't
help
seei-.
the remarkable change
Tanlac l®

All the world has heard of the Knhl-nor, or, as It has been sometimes
railed, the Great Mogul diamond, and
ft would seem that there was nothing more to he said about It, remarks
Eleanor Haddock in Asia Magailne.
Tet. In point of fact, not a tenth part
of its history has ever been traced,
so far does It extend
back into the
Ststss of the past.
Perhaps one of the strangest things
shout It Is that It ranfiot be lost to the
world Indefinitely. It was bricked and
plastered up In a wall and miraculously found after Its former owner had
been murdered. It was twice thrown
away as a bit of glass and once went to
the washerwoman In the pocket of an
Englishman's drill suit.
This matchless gem is called In India the "Mountain of Eight" and the
“Talisman of Kings;” the latter because It wus said to bring soverelgnty
to Its possessor.
Strangely enough, after it fell Into the hands of a Turkish
slave of illegitimate origin, a line
known as the “Slave Kings" sat on
the throne of Delhi for eighty years,
during which period the desire to possess the talisman nmounted to a frenzied obsession. Suddenly it disappeared In the chaos that brought the slave
dynasty to an end in 1290.
The Koh-i-nor later scintillated without bloodshed through the reign of
Shah Julian down to Ills son Atirangzeh, who exhibited It to a number of
Europeans whom he was entertaining
at bis eonrt.
Among them was Tavernier, the French jeweler, who later
wrote a descriptive account of It for
the delectation of Euroiie.
After being tossed like a shuttlecock In the
Delhi loot, and remaining for a period
of years with the Siliks In the Punjab,
this most celebrated diamond in the
world now rests on a purple velvet
eiishlon among Rrltnln’s crown Jewels
In the grim old Tower of London.

made In me. and 1 want
else looking for relief
from
like 1 had to know about
u also
I firmly believe it Is the
very tit
they need," declared Mrs John
6 Brown Street,

evorvhot*

Malno°f

iro,?nr
£,®

"Seven or eight years
ago I hoe.,
be troubled with
nervous
tton which continued to
grow
*
as time passed until
! got where
had rather do without
my food th
eat, it caused me such awful
1 had terrible .pells of
gestion, which caused severe
palmin'
the pit of my stomach,
and I
become so nauseated 1 could
scarce v
retain a thing I ate.
I was so
tired
and wornout I could
hardly do »
housework, and when one of
these
spells would come on 1 would
just1
have to lie down and rest.
"My folks kept after' me to
try
Tanlac until 1 finally began
the medicine, and It has
a few bottles to rid me
completely of
all my troubles.
1 just want to
he
eating all the time now. and
thing agrees with me perfectly 'r
never have a sign
of
Indigestion
nausea or nervousness, and
I'm
as
inn just
fine as I ever did in
mv
Bfe
I'm more
than
grateful to
Tanlac for what It has done
for me
and I don’t know a better
way
showing my gratitude than bv mak_
lug thl* statement.”
Tanlac Is sold In Ellsworth bv
E
G. Moore. In Sullivan
by Dunbar
Bros., in Little Deer Isle by H G
Eaton. In Ashvllle by C. C. Small
in South Bluehill by M. B.
Grindle!
and by the leading
druggists in
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dbucZ?

taking

on"y,ak?n
ever"

every

town.—Advt.

NO REASON ITIR ||

You Arc Shown u Way Out.
There can be no reason
why any
reader of this who sufTers the
tortures of an aching buck, the
annoyance of urinary disorders, the
pains
How Wit Helps Legislation.
and dangers of kidney Ills will tall
It Is sometimes salt! that a reputa- to heed the
word of a resident of this
tion for wit Is fnral to a serious leg- locality who has found
relief.
The
islative career.
Rut the statement Is
following Is convincing proof.
not altogether true, for
John I,ake, stone mason. State st
more
than
onee a hit of wit has prevented legis- ! Ellsworth Falls. Me., says:
Some
years ago my back was
latlTe folly.
lame and
painful, and at times I could hardly
It Is a tradition In
Philadelphia
get about, and was all bent over.
that during the constitutional conven
My work causes more or less strain
tlon It was proposed to Incorporate In
on ray back and I think it had a
lot
the Constitution a provision that the to do with
bringing on the trouble.
fnitetl States army should never ex- I had fainting and dizzy
spells, in
isted 3.000 men.
According to the fact. I was In pretty bad shape. I
tradition the debate, which was pos. tried different kinds of kidney medislhly Informal and outside the regu- cines but Doan's Kidney Pills did me
more good than all the others comlar sitting, was abruptly
short
cut
bined.
This medicine cured me.”
when
Renjarnln Franklin solemnly
Price 60c., at all dealers.
Don't
suggested that there he Incorporated
ask for a kidney remedy—get
another clause making It part of the simply
Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
organic law of the land that no forMr. Lake had.
Foster-Mllburn Co.,
eign nation should ever Invade the
country with an army of more than Mfgrs.. Buffalo. N. Y.
« U.'M.V S
3.(*)0.
ASt
A
somewhat
similar point
was
AMAZES ELLSWORTH
score 1 in the state legislature a
few
A business man's wife could not
years ago when, during a dlscnsslon sew or read without shqrp pains in
not over well based. It was proposed her eyes.
For years her eyes were
by a shrewd Yankee from the hills of red and weak. Finally she tried simSunderland, F. E. Whitmore, that n ple wltcbhazel. camphor, hydrastis,
law should be enacted providing that etc., as mixed In Lavoptik eye wash.
The reeult produced by a single bottle
no one should be obliged to work beamazed everyone.
We guarantee a
tween meals.—Springfield (Mass.) Resmall bottle of Lavoptik to help ANY
publican.
CASE weak, strained or Inflamed
Aluminum eye cup FREE.
eyes.
Tasmania Ha* Rare Mineral.
Alexander's Pharmacy.
Tasmania now promises to become
the world** chief producer for some
time to come of the rare mineral osmlNorth Brook Ini.
rhliurn. The various osmtrldTum yieldH. H. Hale la employed in Whitlnsing centers of th!« extensive serpen- ville. Mass.
tine belt on the west coast are already
Mrs. Austin Turner of East Bluehill
giving profitable employment to 2f*> Is visiting her daughter. Mrs Minnie
and
Is
men.
It
n^n easy matter for an Cooper.
A chimney is being built on the
industrious digger to earn up to £10
a
week, while many are making dou- outside of Bay View hall.
William Hale has sold his auto
ble that and more.
A complete buland purchased another of Seth Hodgletin on this highly Interesting mindon of South Bluehill.
eral occurence Is in course of preparaThe season has been a very busy
tion. and its publication, it is expected, one at "Grovehurst." the last sumwill attract the attention of the whole mer risitor
leaving Friday.
mining world to Tasmania. Last yeat*
George Pet tee. who recently sold
j
l.tJTu ounces of osmiridimn was pro- hhs place here and purchased the
duced In Tasmania, the value being Susan Bartlett place. Is moving In.
have
William and Mollie
Giles
£2-1 i*r ounce.
closed their summer cottages here
and left Thursday for their winter
Machine Needed.
home in Roxbury. Mass.
■Cotton might become much cheaper
Mrs. Fannie Sterry of Rockland.
tf some Ingenious Inventor would delast
here
Mass., visited relatives
vise a mechanical means for picking week.
who
ft—the work of picking being the ciwtHarry Candage and bride
have spent two weeks at his old
Jy Item. In time and labor.
home here, left Saturday for WaterThere are cotton-picking machines
make their
rille, where they will
on the market, but none of them 1*
home.
very satisfactory. One of them operAmong those leaving last week
ates on the principle of n vacuum
were George Wedge of New York and
cleaner, sucking the bolls ofT the plants
Misses Mabel Robinson and Helen
through rubber tubes. Another util- Hull, who will resume their duties
izes steel bristles for
entangling the onthefaculty of Columbia university,
bolls.
New York
When a really practical contrivance
"Xenophon
Sept. 27.
for the purpose Is obtainable, an average farm family in the South will be
Luniolnc.
able to produce forty hales of cotton
George Bard of Woburn. Mass has
In a season, instead of seven bales.— joined his wife here for a short vacation.
New York Times.
#
E. F. Hodgkins and wife have returned to their home in Waltham.
Kill a Million Prairie Dogs.
Mass.
Complete extermination of w hat was
Fred L. Hodgkins and wife are on
considered one of the largest prairie an automobile
trip through the State.
dog “towns" in the West has been reMrs. Cassie King is sufficiently imBrookline.
ported to the predatory animal Into
proved to be moved
Her daughter.
Mass., for the winter.
spector's office at Phoenix, Arlz.. hy
Mrs. Chamberlain, and Miss
the Chirieahua Cattle company of Coreturned with her, making the trip by
chaise county, southeastern Arizona.
More than 1.000.000 prairie dogs automobile.
RSept. 2T.
were estimated to have lived on the
ocompany’s ranch of more than 30,000
Birch Harbor.
acres until the management started an
Miss Leon ice Rice recently visited
offensive campaign against them. Now
Ellsworth.
Miss Dorothy Spillane in
their vast honeycombs of underground
Mrs. S A. Miller of Dorchester.
burrows are utterly deserted, the comMass., has been spending a wee
pany reported.
with Mrs. Grover Smith.
1
session
in
Schools
are
teacher here is Miss Julia Joy oi
His Bit.
dison. and Miss Addle Joy of w “}•
Ex-Buck—Gotta Job at last.
H.
Harbor teaches in the Bunker
Ex-Sarge—Did ya? Doin’ what?
bor district.
“Carrying samples for a salesman.”
L
Sept. 27.
“What Hue?”
-o-“Anvils."—The Home Sector.
The American.
—

J
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Subscribe for
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HE NOW BELIEVES MORE BY ‘TEDDY’

rFRUMVES”
Teacher Of "New Though!"
Healed By Fruit Liver Tablets
N.
advocate of'New Thought’; bat some

time ago, I had such a bad attac.k of
liter and Stomach Trouble that I gave
1 did not hare it and took
up thinking
•Fruit-a-tives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets.

Most gratifying was the result. It
relieved my liver and stomach
trouble, cleaned up my yellowish
complexion and put new blood in
my body. 'Fruit-a-tives' is the highest
mult of 'Nett: Thought’ in fnedicine".

1.

YOUNG.
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, tVial site 25c.
At dealers or from Fill'll-A-TIVEg
Limited, OGDENSIiUKG, N. Y.
III rnri

~
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Coffee that delights
Maine folks and
folks who visit
Maine folks.
Y mi naiUuikaod <ltaW
aelU thi. raperior coffae.

flsk for

1

U!

THURSTON and KINGSBURY CO-

Bangor. Maine.

L___

han't

WaitGet Var-ne-sis"
is the

Advice of Mrs. O’Connor

Proof
that

¥ar-ne-sis;
CONQUERS

JtHCUMATItM

Mrs. David O’Connor, 323 Maple
had rheuma-

St, Rochester, N, Y.,

tism for twelve years, for seven of

which she was absolutely helpless.
She had to have her face washed,
her hair combed, lifted bodily from
place to place, and even had to be
turned in bed. She wns wrapped in
thick blanket* to keep warm. Had
been given up to die. Mrs. O’Connor
regained perfect health through
'ar-ne-sia.
A copy of her letters
giving her
experience and remarkable recovery will be sent to all who wish.
send a card to W. A. Varney.
Mass., and you will receive it
by return mail.

Just

J-ynn,

time to taka Var-ae-eli it NOW
The,
oon t suffer another
day. fiat it at your
In liquid or tablet form.
STW**..
•»u "nrht to
of
Human iiin*..
"
A. Varney,

••

reed -The Ku.i
Sand for it Unlay to
It'a rrae.

I.ynn, Mate.

V1R-NE-S1S RUB-ON EASES PAIN
Prospect

Harbor.

James Oillanders of Castlne

nved

Sunday

for

ar-

brief visit,
B' nea«y» of Bar Harbor
D6r guesta at CaPt. Deasy’s

,

R-

h‘n?d

E.

Robinson

has

re-

home from Bar Harbor, where

been
guest of her niece,
Mrs t
B' Deasy, several weeks,
u 7
n,r Clarke Blance and family arrom R' Paso, Texas, to spend
a
thirty-days’ furlough with his
“other, Mrs. Charles Blance.
Ur C®1® apent a few days reraioi
t -v
with his grandparents, Mr. and
i,
a. J. W.
Cole, before going to
tD cont!nue his studies at

Colby™***0

H. E. Colwell of Lincoln, with
8P®nt the week-end with his
Capt’ and Mrs- ° w Co1-

na.008,

Wei*018’

Dunbar

was a
of Columbia
at J. W. Cole’s Saturday.
rrauk
L. Wakefield of Winter
H.rx8'
wa8 a guest
W.
at
E.
o*9 ou® day last week.
»ept. 27.
C.

twlr.

Characterise Greetlna

Down-and-Outer,

Whom

He

1

Stomach Catarrh

Cause* untold misery and suffering,
Pe-ru-ns
all of which is needless
acta as quickly and surely on catarrh of the stomach and bowel*

Known In Happier
Day., |,
Still Remembered.

Of the few
out-of-seoson visits paid
the \ellowstone,
that of Colonel
Roosevelt, who, when president, spent
24 days of the late
winter of 1903
there, has the most prominent
page In
the annals of the
Spread-Eagle rangers.
He found the
scouts, then serving as
chaperons for luckless
cavalry troopers and
doing their own work besides,
to be men after
his own heart, and did
not hesitate to
say so. Before he had
>een In the
park a week every ranger
was swearing
by him.
Anybody know the whereabouts of
one William
Jones?” was one of the
colonel’s enrly Inquiries.
■Tim
McBride, the preesnt chief
ranger, who was then assistant chief
of the park scouts under the
late Buffalo Jones, knew a Bill
Jones, wood
chopper and ne'er-do-well, chiefly remarkable for an Insatiable thirst and
a knack of
ministering to it In a bonedry park. He was about the last man
In the Rockies for whom a
president of
the United States would be
expected
to

FIFTY YEARS

ant

pains in the abdo-

men, diarrhoea, constipation are all symptoms of a
catarrhal condition in the
organs of digestion

Don’t suffer another day.
Is needless and dangerous.
Two generations have
found Pe-ru-na just the
medicine needed for such
disturbances.
It

Sold Everywhere
Tablets or Liquid

Skin Deep’7

$

but a beautiful skin is possible only when the liver
and kidneys are active, and the bowels functionate
properly. The secret of beauty as well es of health
is to maintain perfect digestion and elimination.

Beecham’s Pills

gathering.

Rev. and Mrs. L. T. Blaisdell attended the Methodist conference last
month at Jacksonville.
They report
a great council.
Rev. Mr. Olsen, with the generous
help of the summer people, who hold
him in high regard, is the
happy
owner
of a Ford car, which will
render his week-end trips from Bangor for the Sunday services a pleas-

help to preserve beauty and maintain health, because
they influence liver, kidneys, skin and stomach to
functionate in harmony and efficiently.
Sold by druggists throughout
the world. In boxes, 1 Oc..£5c,

ure.

uur community has
been deeply
shocked and grieved by the untimely
Atlantic.
death of one of the junior high school
Seth Stockbridge, Percy Spurling
students. Everett Rich of Bernard,
and Lawrence Orcutt are doing good
who was thrown from his bicycle and
work on the telephone lines, arrangsuffered concussion of the brain.
He
ing for the transfer of the central died
Thursday evening. The funeral
office to the home of Bert Smith.
was held at the Bass Harbor
church,
Rev. W. H. Davenport, who was a Sunday, with a
large attendance of
preacher on the island thirty years | sympathizing friends.
Rev. Mr.
j
ago, has been visiting here, renew- Olsen officiated.
ing old acquaintances.
A telegram received by Mrs. James
Stinson Hooper, Alec Boland and Crockett Friday gave the sad news of
Herman Staples have taken control the death
of
her
brother-in-law,
of the quarry in Minturn, and are
Frank P. Brown of Boston.
He had
fitting it out. They propose soon to been in failing health for some time.
resume
active
operations.
Work on Deep sympathy is felt for the beto Inquire.
a small scale is
reaved wife, Grace Lawton Brown.
already going on.
"Bill put me Into office once,” said
Mrs. Alden Stanley has taken the
Sept. 25.
“Spray.”
Roosevelt. "I wont to see him, drunk examination for
the postmastership
-oor sober.”
at Minturn.
McKinley.
He further explained that the dereThe crop of cranberries is good and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene, niece Florlict hod been sheriff during his own the pickers are now
ence and son
busy.
Clarence
the
spent
as
Mrs.
a
Austin
days
ranchman and had made him
Stanley has been visit- week-end in Jonesport.
Mrs. Mandy Sprague.
a deputy in a horsethlef
ing
Miss Doris Torrey has returned to
posse.
Fred Wilbur of Rockland has been Bangor
"It took thr«p days to find that old
high school.
j
In town.
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and
horned toad and bring him In,” said
The road commissioner has crews Mrs. Leslie Rich,
bereaved parents of
McBride, In recalling the Incident, at work
building sections of State Everett Rich, whose sudden death
“hut just to listen In at the colonel’s
road in Minturn and Atlantic.
has saddened the town.
hearty greeting of that down-and-outHarry Seager will soon leave town
Warren Stanley is at home.
er was pay in full.
to return to Winnipeg. Canada, to reMiss Audrey Thurston has returned
'Well, Ted, you got a right swell sume his work as dining-car con- to Rockland high school.
Job since I seen you last,’ Jones re- ductor on the Canadian Pacific railMiss Letitia Latty Is in Bar Harbor
Ralph Dawes will come from high.
marked when they had exchanged road.
Orono island to live in the Seagei
Mrs. Fannie Black and daughter,
how’d’ye-do’s; ’hut that needn't stund
house.
Mrs. Arthur Black and small son, are
between friends—1 got something on
Melvin Staples and wife of Boston visiting id
Arlington. Mrs. Jennie
ray nip.

‘“Colonel Roosevelt did tilt partake,
ibat lie did spend the best part of an
hour swapping yarns of the days when
Bill was a “white man' and sheriff of
his county. The woodchopper tried to
buck up after his talk with rhe president, but It wasn't to be done. The
next winter we found him deod In the
brush over on Bear creek.
“The colonel was enthusiastic over
the sport of ski running, and was
something of a performer on the slabs
himself, for a novice. lie strapped his
feet Into them as often as opportunity
offered. One morning on a slide near
the Canon hotel he broke one ski and

Only

Southwest Harbor.
The hotels Claremont and Dirifco
have closed, after a successful season.
A few of the cottagers still linger.
Mrs. Allen Lawler invited the Friday literary club to her cottage at the
Cove on Sept. 24 for a picnic tea,
and to plan a course of study for the
fall and winter.
It was a very pleas-

xercisea a soothing. healing effect upon all mucous linings.
Belching gaa, sour stomach. nausea, vomiting,
cramps,

“Beauty is

to his home, after a visit at Deer
Isle, prolonged by his illness there.
G.
Sept. 22.

of

Had

Manchester is keeping house for Mrs.
Fannie Black.
Misses
Blanch
of
Rich
West
Tremont and Ethel Bunker of Sutton
are employed by Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
of New Jersey.
Mrs. Linnie King has returned to
Portland, after a few days here.
P. M.
Sept. 25.

He is engineer on the steam(lay.
ship Watonwan, which will leave in a'
few days for Rotterdam.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Coffin of Bar Harbor were recent guests of Mrs. W. EL
Foss.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Butterfield have
returned from Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Bernice Abbott is visiting her
patents, Mr. and Mrs. George Cline.
Charles Googins was home recently.
Mrs. Googins accompanied him back
to Camden.

-o-

Seal Cove.
Mrs. W. S. Roberts of
Reading, Mass., Mrs. Anna Bickford
and daughter Louise of
Rockland,
were guests of Mrs. M. N. Hodgdon,
at the Powers cottage Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Robbins and
Mrs. Remick of Bucksport were in
town Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Ashley, with
little son and daughter, of Northeast
Harbor, are at Roland B. Ashley’s for
a short
visit.
They brought Miss
Bernice Ashley, who has been employed at Northeast Harbor.
N.
Sept. 25.
Mr.

and

West Sedgwick.
Mrs. Lizzie R. Gray
is
keeping
house for her sister, Mrs. Maud Conin
North
nor,
Brooksville. while Mr*.
| Connor is in a hospital for an opera: tion.
Jesse B. Wessel of North Sedgwick is building a piece of State road
from Oak hill
to
John
Grind!*’*
j house.
Schools began Sept. 20 with Mr*.
Mary Lymburner as teacher in No. %
-o: and Hildred Green at No. 5.
North Hancock.
Misses Olive and Dorothy GrSJt,
Friends of Mrs. Henry Butler are students in Bluehill academy, hay*
;
glad to hear she is recovering from a returned there to resume their
severe illness.
Her daughter Hazel studies.
is with her.
Miss Stella Carter, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Woodside of Brewer, employed in Bar Harbor, has reare visiting Mrs. Woodside’s parents,
turned home to care for her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall.
Mrs. Inez Carter.
j
E.
who
has
been
visitMiss Elizabeth Gray of Salem,
Roy
McKay,
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. \ Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
McKay, returned to New York Satur- Mrs. Herbert Gray.
1

|
I

j

Low-Cost Mileage—in Goodyear
Tires for Small Cars

a heavy cropper.
“The government has fallen at
last!' he cried with a molar showing
grin, as I coasted down to help untangle a living president and a pair
of dead sticks.
“'He was looking at the wreck he
had made of the hickory slabs when
Cnpt. John Pitcher of the First cavalry then In-cotnniand of the park, arrived.
“‘“Have yon plenty of these7’ Teddy
said.
"Only a fow pairs, and they are
the property of the Interior department," replied the officer.
"In less than three weeks there came
a rush shipment of a hundred pairs.
"Next afternoon the president challenged me to a race on snow shoes
from Canyon to Mammoth, a distance
of thirty-one miles. Those with him
decided that the trip would be an unwise* strain ui*on him, and began to
argue against his attempting it He
got me to one side after a while and

came

There is

and

go to your nearest Service Station for

Goodyear Tires—for true Goodyear
mileage, value, economy.
n

30 x 3Vj Goodyear Double-Cure 4-3 'J cr\
Fabric, All-Weather Tread_30

x

3*£ Goodyear Single-Cure

-4

cr\

Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

the

cost no more than the price
asked to pay for tubes of less merit
why risk costly
casings when such sure protection is available! jfca 5Q
30 x 3% sire in waterproof bag__
f
are

—

Station

-For-

Bingbangers?”

"Blngbanger happened to remark in
the hearing of one of them that theirs
was a bottle baby.”

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes

you

Authorized Service

Unceasing Vigilance.
“Why was it that the prohibition
raided

so-

consistently do so.
If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Maxwell,
Dort or other car taking these sizes,
cost

Dorrance in Munsey's Magazine.

sleuths

buying

The popularity of Goodyear Tires, of
the 30x3-, 30x3y2- and 31x4'inch sizes,
is based on the fact that they are built
to deliver exceptional
mileage at low

"“We'll let them talk. McBride. Just
until
around
midnight.
stick
They’ll be asleep then, and we'll hit
the trail 1“
"It took Harry W. Child and Captain Pitcher two hours to talk him out
of that. He wasn't at all pleased at
having to veto his own plan for a
secret departure."—Ethel und James

Navy Dirigibles World’s Largest
Two superdlrigtbles, the largest In
the world, are planned by the navy,
and one of them now being built in
England, will attempt a transatlantic
flight next fall, Captain Craven, director of naval aviation, recently told the
house naval committee. American naval officers and enlisted men who will
fly the British-built ship to America
In asking
are in England training.
$2,700,000 for construction of a second
superdlrlglble, Captain Craven said It
would be 50 fees longer than the British-built craft, which Is 644 feet.—
Scientific American.

economy in

bargains in tires offered at
sensationally cheap prices when a wellmade tire delivers mileage at a
considerably lower rate of cost.
Add the time and trouble occasioned
by frequent replacements and it is
fully apparent why tire users, seeking
real mileage economy, are not attracted
to very cheaply priced tires.

you

Bird Study of Interest.
A novel opportunity for studying the
influence of extremes of climate on
birds is offered by the English sparThis bird was introduced into
row.
New York city soon after 1SC0, did
not reach California until 1871 or 1872,
but has recently been found by Dr.
Joseph Grinnell of the University of
California to have settled In the heart
of Death valley at Greenland ranch.
This location Is 178 feet below sea
level, with a temperature at times exceeding 130 degrees F, and great dryHow development will be afness.
fected is a matter of much interest

no

called

whispered:

a

wo* jL'
Sunday

Colonel-,

Y.

Schenectady,

“I am not in the habit of praising
I am an
jnv material medicine os

A.

Yellowstone Park Rangers With
Roosevelt to a Man.

l

visiting his father, Winfield
Staples.
Capt. William Burns has returned
are

MORANG’S
Ellsworth,

Bar

Harbor,

GARAGE!

West Sullivan

and

Sedgwick,

Maine

.i

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
Makes Food
Taste Good
Creates an appetite, aids digestion,
purifies the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal

>.©. 1920. by McClur* Newspaper Syndicate.)

Army

a post welcome visitthe glad old earth welcomes spring, but it was quite evident after the first week of her sojourn In the house of Captain Anstruthers, that his sister Helen was
going to have a sorry time of It She
was pretty enongb In her way, but that
elusive something that makes or mars
a girl’s success with men held no promise for the captain’s uneasy wife,
Anne.
What was she going to do with
her sister-in-law for a whole month?
Men came, perfunctorily, at her bidding. They ate her dinners, nibbled
her cakes and dfnnk her tea, but they
returned the courtesies with the air
of men paying Just end honest debts
when they could make far happier use
of the money. None of them on leaving lingered a little to grusp her hand
and whisper, “She’s some little peach,
your visitor!
Say a good word for
me!
How about dinner with me tomorrow night, and could you squeeze
In a horseback ride for the next afternoon ?"

ing girls

sales tell the story of the great
merit and success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It is just the medicine
you need now.
Hood's Pills help—fine laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Believe headache, restore comfort.
Orland.

Nearly all the

visitors
have gone, and several houses are
All the guests at “Hillcrest”
closed.
Other recent departures;
have gone.
Ella
Mrs.
Cole. Pittsburgh: Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Wentworth, Winchester.
Mass.: Mrs. Bertha Hersom. Miss
Alice Patten and Mrs. Frost. Chelsea.
Mass.; Mrs. Billingham and family.
Boston: Dr. and Mrs. Wilde and
daughter Lois of Minneapolis; Mrs.
Jennie Judson and daughter. Miss
Jean Judson. Dobbs Ftgrry. N. Y.;
Mrs. Arthur Emerson and Malcolm
Canterbury, Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Kennedy and family. Dorchester. Mass.; Sir. and Mrs. Harold
Soper. Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Eldridge of
Kingfield were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Soper.
Miss Clara Hart, after a vacation
since early July, has returned to the
home of Miss H. T. and Miss Etnma
Buck to resume her duties for the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs,
D. Staples have
purchased the home of Mrs. M. E.
Patten, and will soon move there.
They are having electric lights installed. and making other improvesummer

Something had

lights.
Jessie Bowden is said to have bar-

gained for the late Eben Snowman
farm, and will soon move there.
Frank Bray of East Orland has
sold his farm to Miss Lehman of
Washington, D. C. The story of this
sale is reported something like this:
Miss Lehman was motoring through,
and the place attracted her attention.
She stopped and asked Mr. Bray how
much he would take for his farm.
He named a good round sum, and
she quickly answered: "I will give
it."
Surprised, he said: “I suppose
you want me to get out right away?"
“Oh, no,” the lady replied; "stay
here as long as you wish."
Orland fair day. September 22,
opened bright and held its promise
throughout the day and night. There
were the usual greetings of far-away
friends, and the interests in the hall
and on the grounds were unchanged
from former years.
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Russ were present with their
ever-ready merry-go-round, and reported a successful day. The reports
of the departments are not at this
time available.
Sept. 27.
V.

ily.

Mrs.

Duncan

Dunbar

and

little

daughter Jean have returned from
Camden, where they visited Mrs.

Dunbar's sister.
Sept. 27.

D,

-o—

Hannah Shepherd, who has spent
the past season with her aunt. Miss
Mary Shepherd, left Sunday for her
home in New York.
John Dority spent the week-end at
his home in North Castine.
Mrs. Miles of Rockland "was the
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bartram.
Mrs Jones returned to her home
In Rockport Saturday, after
spending
a week with her son, C. Fred
Jones.
Mrs. Hammons of Rockport spent
the past week in North Castine with
her daughter, Mrs. J. M. Vogell.
The sardine factory closed for the

Saturday.

County grange was held with Castine grange Saturday.
The day was
perfect, and a fine day was enjoyed
by the large number present.
Regis Thombs, who has employment in Belfast, spent the week-end
at home.
Margery Smallidge, who has spent
a few weeks at her home in
Castine,
left Saturday for Presque Isle to
teach.
Sept. 27.

G.

-o-

Seawall.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman D. Adams of
Hartford, Conn., were in town Mon-

day.
G. V.
Young has purchased a
power boat.
W. P. Kent and family of Egg
Rock light station were here Sunday.
School began Sept. 21 with the
same teacher as last
year, Luetta

Bridges.
Agnes Ward

She longed to wear a bine georgette
frock elaborately embroidered In steel
beads, but the colonel hnd often mentioned his fondness for her in that color In the never-to-be-forgotten days of
youth, so she resolutely pushed aside
the alluring little garment and selected a drab gray to which only her sapphires gave color.
Of course they had met almost every day In the year, but he never went
to Anne's house unless he was lnvited there, and Anne only nsked him
when there were many other guests.
I Lately she had seen little of him. He
was beginning to plead that middleaged officers ought to turn over social
affairs to the younger fellows and let
them have thetr fling.
When the few people whom she had
asked had all been served, Anne left
I the gay little tea table and casually
moved over to sit beside the colonel.
Tm so glad that you came," she
said. “1 want to ask a big favor of

|
j
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Castine.

season

done and done

She had never asked a favor of Colonel Kent, but the time had come when
she felt that the end Justified the
means.
She could not have Tom's
quiet little sister go back home with
a tale of unhappiness to tell.
The girl
had looked forward to the visit for
Anne knew.
She remembered
years.
how It hnd been when she was young.
So Anne wrote a little perfumed note
and asked the colonel to call at tea
time the next day.
She planned to
have a few others In so that she could
take the colonel aside and explain Just
what was wanted without having
Helen suspect anything.

-o-

Hazel Wilson is rapidly recovering
from an operation for appendicitis at
the Castine hospital.
Neal \Vardwell has a crew cutting
pulpwood' on Young's island.
Funeral services were held at the
home of Mrs. Fannie Farnham for
her son William, whose death occurred in New York.
Interment was
at North Brooksville.
Much sympathy is extended to the bereaved fam-

to be

Anne thought over the list of {Vis
sibilities. Her heart gave a little convulsive gasp at thought of sending an
S. 0. S. to the colonel, and yet she
looked forward happily to the opportunlties that It would offer to exhibit
herself In all her mature loveliness
to the man whom she had refused to
There was
marry Tom Anstruthers.
always a little glow of feminine satisfaction when she reflected that he
was a bachelor because of her.
His
eyes were Inscrutable, unfathomable.
They* looked at her as If they were
still seeing the pretty. Innocent young
girl she bad been when, visiting the
post years before, she had chosen a
husband because he was the bestlooking officer there, the best dancer
and the most adept at making lore.
Well, she had paid for her failure to
discriminate, but nobody knew how
much she had paid.
Outwardly she
was the toast
of the officers’ mess,
beautiful as a star and Just as cold,
men found who ventured to make
up
for Anstruther's obvious lack of attention.

Edward Hotmail of Piainsville,
Mass., has bought the Jessie Bowden
place, and that also will be wired for

Colby Gray.

on

as

iiuivniy.

rnents.

North Ca.stim*.
Robert Dunbar has returned to his
work in Cambridge. Mass., after
spending a week at his home here.
Mildred War d wel 1 has gone to
South Seal Cove to teach.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Webster are
visiting relatives in this vicinity.
Mrs. Velorus Gray and daughter
Alice are guests of Mr. and Mrs.

men

and Addie Brown
spent the week-end at home.
Sept. 27.
T. E. D.

“Granted," he answered, smiling inscrutably, "before you ask, ns you must
have known it would be."
“Captain Anstruttier's little sister is
visiting me for a month. For some
reason, not known to me, she Is not
proving very popular. My sixth sense
tells me that."
“Woman’s intuition.”
“She is young, as you can see, so
young that her heart and her eyes are
still filled with dreams.
I want her
to be gay and happy while she is here.
Already she is beginning to feel that
the men are not rushing her as she
had hoped they would. Can you help
me? Will you help me to make her
visit here all that I want It to be?"
A little wistful smile played about
his full lips and etched with a bold
stroke the fine lines that were already
showing at the comers of his brown
eyes. “It's a big task to put up to a
man
whose own dreams have never
come true, but Til do my best
Whatever you say goes, you know.
I told
you that same thing, fifteen years ago."
Only that once did she let the mask
fall. Her face went white as a snowdrop and her hand, idly fingering the
bar of sapphires on
her breast
trembled visibly.
There was the agony of confession in the eyes she lifted
to his for one brief moment
“If it
hadn't been for the memory of your
kindness. I couldn't have endured It
all these years."
“1 know."
His clasp on her hard
was warm, reassuring.
‘Til do everything that T can for the girl."
If a miracle can happen, then one
The end of
happened at the post.

i
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Helen's visit came, and Anne knew
that no girl who had ever been entertained there had enjoyed greater popularity. There had been rides, luncheons, teas, dinners and theater parties to the nearby city, all of them
sponsored by the able, qulet-looklng
colonel. Anne was grateful beyond the
power of words to express, but the visit had been a trying one for her. She
was conscious every time that she saw
the commanding officer at the post that
all he did was for her. She had worn
her blue dresses because she had heard
him say so many times In the old
days that blue was his favorite color,
and she wanted to please him because
he was doing so much for her.
He came to call, alone, the night before Helen was to leave.
The girl
seemed strangely excited, as If sbe
were Just bubbling over with happiness.
Anne said good-night to them
early and went to her room, thinking
over her own care-free days and her
unwise choice of a partner. She would
try to save Helen from the same fate.
She wondered If the girl had come
really to care for any of the men who
had danced attendance on her. None
of them probably cared a straw for
the girl herself.
Of course, they
rushed her to please the colonel.
There was a little lieutenant who had
seemed
sincere In
his
attentions.
Could It he that he—Anne was startled
from her reverie hy Helen tip-toeing
Into the room, with her finger on her
Ups. The Uttle visitor was In a flamecolored taffeta with wide-plaited ruffles that served to round out her slim,
girlish figure.
A high Spanish comb
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MAKING WAR oT
DISEASE MENACE
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ROMANTIC ISLANDS OF THE FAR
EAST. PICTURES OF THEIR NATURAL
BEAUTY
AND HISTORIC SPOTS—BECOMING A MECCA FOR TOURISTS AND
A
VI
NT1R Ri.SV'T
.LAP V\

UTHE

American Red Cross

Budget

MOSCOW CITY OF DESOLATION
London Newspaper Correspondent Refers to It as a Place of SecondHand Stores.
The desolation of Moscow under the

reign of Lenlne Is described by “Plermarinl,” the correspondent of the
Evening News, who has Just returned from a visit to the capital of
Here are some of the
soviet Russia.
facts which he has to tell of life In
Moscow today, as reprinted In the London Times:
The only goods exhibited for sale
are old things.
Everybody sells anything, and the most dissimilar odds
and ends are exhibited together In the

shops.

The value of

a thing is In the Inproportion to Its size. The hnnt
is for portable property.
Such transportable goods are either stored safely away or sent by some means cr
other into foreign countries.
Though there are certain limitations
to the sale of liquor, the number of
drunken people to be seen everywhere
at all times of the day and night Is
simply amazing.
One cannot buy any new clothes or
boots or linen In Moscow, but all the
“powerful ones" are richly. If not
smartly, dressed. The female portion
(which, by the way, exceeds the male
by three or four times) wear hats and
fashions evidently fresh from Paris.
I saw, worn by actresses and courtemore
sans,
expensive and modish

verse

frocks than one would find In any
other city at the present moment
Had to Stick.
The most embarrassing moment 1
can remember was the time my husband accepted an invitation and understood It was for a dinner Instead
of Just for the evening.
When we
arrived at seven the host was Just
returning from work, and It was apparent from his manner that we were
not expected for dinner. We wished
that we were far away. bu‘ had to
stick and admit the mistake.—Ex-

change.
Ha# a Long Memory.
Jinks—Of all mean, grasping men, 1
think Minks la the worst I don't believe he ever gets his thoughts off the
subject of money:
B'.nks—What has he been doing?
Jinks—He’s been asking me for a
paltry pound I borrowed off him some
years ago,—London Answera.
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Announces

$48,200,000

For Current Year.
NEW DISASTER RELIEF
PLAN
Continuance
Deemed
United
Less

of

Heavy

Necessary

Won,
to

Abroad
Protect

Statee—$21,000,000
Than Last Year.

A program of relief and service
toward which appropriations of

$48,.

200,000 have been made has been outlined for the American Red Cross
for
the fiscal year, July 1, 1920, to
July l,
1921, according to official announcement by national headquarters
of the
organization at Washington. The figures for 1920-21 are $21,000,000
below
those of 1919-20, In which
$09,400,000
was

spent

Important among the Items of the
budget for the present year Is the appropriation of $31,000,000 for relief in
foreign lands, which Includes $11,000.000 In purchased supplies on hand snd
not

The Zigzag

on

the

Way

to

Baguio, Summer Capital

of the

Philippine*.

physical sanitation on a large scale
that will have a direct bearing on future conditions in America.
Central Europe, the chief sufferer
from the conflict, today Is facing another winter of famine, pestilence and
ruin. Typhus decreased much
as

Let's go! We're start- I th trip to Baguio within the mean* of
ing from Manila, tbe great picturesque, hundreds of thousands of Filipinos
Is there sufficient power In
Americanised Oriental city, and will ; Not only
this river to electrify a line from Matravel by automobile 200 miles to the
| nila to Baguio, but to operate the
north to Baguio, the summer capltnl of
street railways of Manila, light the
the Philippines. Tbe trip can also be city and furnish
power for manufacmade by train.
turing concerns.
We have ahead of us one of the most
But we have now arrived at Camp
From this point the scenery
scenic, spectacular and thrilling auto- One.
We will rapidly changes as the elevation Inmobile trips In the world.
Wc are traveling over the
have excellent roads all the way. The creases.
famous Benguet road, the construction
a
for
In
fact,
paradise
Philippines are,
i of which through the mountains Is a
autolsts, possessing 3,500 miles of fine most remarkable
engineering triumph.
macadamized roads.
At places the road is blasted out of the
The first part of the trip Is through solid granite. Biding on the edge of a
typical small towns and then across 100 foot precipice makes one feel like
the central plain of Luzon and through
rich and fertile province!,
several
Sum
All aboard 1

|

during

the summer months where last winter
li had Us greatest stronghold, bat physicians who investigated ihe situation
the behest of the League of Re4
Cross Societies have given their unqualified opinion that this coming winter will see a recurrence on an unat

precedented scale.

The Red Cross
feels It must continue preventive measures abroad to keep this and other
deadly maladies from the Cnlted
States.

where tropical vegetation is seen at ita
best Here one is Impressed with the
great agricultural wealth of the Philippines, which represents one of the
East's greatest producing areas, with
the advantage of immense natural resources for the development of further
production. It Is regrettably true that
In the United States there Is far
real understanding of the
potentialities of the Islands.
At some points rice fields, looking In
the distance like the greenest of green

even

from any

lawns, stretch away as fur as the eye
If you want color, If you
see.
want to feel the romance and mystery
can

of an Oriental twilight, pass this way
as the red eyed sun at the end of the

dying day Is slowly sinking behind the
unending expanse of green fields. At
first you cry out In ecstacy at the
gorgeous scene. But as you ride along,
your eyes fastened on the panorama
of tints and colors, and with the Impenetrably black Oriental night coming on fast, you become enthralled.
longer try to express your feelings. You cannot. You realize that those
now
fast changing, colorful masterpieces in the heavens and on the land-

|

You no

scape are pictures that no man can adequately describe nqf human hands duplicate. So what's the use of trying!

True, these are but Impressions, but
traveloguer considers himself Justified In mentioning them, for they are a
part of the trip to Baguio and return
Indeed, the gorgeous sunsets in all
parts of the Philippines leave an im
the

pression on the mind of the tourist that
1* everlasting.
We leave the palms and tropical

foliage and enter the zone of rugged
pine. We pass from the soft. Incense
laden air of the warm lowlands to the
crisp. Invigorating ozone of the temperate zone, all within a few hours'
time.
For mile after mile the rood now follows the tortuous course of a river, the
road lying In the bottom or on the

rocky sides of

granite canyon.
The Philippines are rich In hydroelectric possibilities. This power Is the
cheapest power on earth. And It is
everlasting. Your traveloguer is neither a prophet nor the son of a propha

et, but he predicts that one day there
will be innumerable Philippine government owned hydro-electric plants In
this canyon we are now passing

through. Think of the possibilities of
a project!
Today the trip from
Manila to Baguio Is too expensive for

such

the average Madia worker and bis
family, many of whom may live and
die without beholding the wondrous
beauties of their own Island of Luzon.
Think of what a blessing It would be
to Filipino mothers and children to
feel upon their fevered brows the cool.
Invigorating breezes of the mountain
tops now so near and yet so far 1 With
the Philippine government owning its
own electric railways and hydro-electric plants it would be possible to bring

"At times

^

we

seemed

perilously

near

the jumping off place.”
lie la on the rim of the world. Some of
the tarns are so sharp It Is Impossible
to see 20 feet uhead, and we seem to
be perilously near the Jumping off
place. TVe wonder !f It Is safe to lean
out and peer Into the canyon far below,
and when we do we are perfectly satisfied we are flirting with death. Yet
the trip is a safe one, providing our
driver has better nerves than our own.
All too soon we reach the outskirts
of Baguio, a city among the
clouds,
and are rattier surprised at the modern
we
find it to be. In ten years Bacity
guio has grown from a village of huts
to the now Justly famed mountain resort of the Philippines, sometimes called the Philippine Simla.
It is undoubtedly destined some day to become
a

distributed.

mum protect United State*.
Till* will enable the American Red
Cross to continue Us humanitarian effort to aid stricken peoples to re-establish themselves, to fight the disease
epidemics whlctf threaten many countries
and to efface largely the remaining
traces of the blight left by the World
War. it Is regarded as social as well

ner

head.
eager, vivid, keenly
alive. Her eyes were sparkling.
“I have a secret, a wonderful one,"
she confided rapturously.
"Yes?" questioned Anne: but already
that strange sixth sense was at work,
prophesying the astounding news.
“I’m coming back—to be leading
The
lady at the post—think of It!
colonel's wife!
Maybe I'll snub you
and Tom,” she laughed, rocking herself back and forth on the low stool
by Anne's dainty dressing table. “You
know I was wild about him before I
came here.
Tom had told us so much
about him. I cared even before ] saw
him. So you see: your quiet, demure
little sister-in-law has something that
all the lovely, scintillating visitors who
came here before must have lacked.
I
met him two or three daya before you
asked him to tea. He said then that
If you didn’t soon ask him to call be
would have to hint to you." Then sud“1
denly she changed the subject.
think that I will have a brown golngaway dress, Anne. I thought of blue,
but he hates It.
Isn’t that queer?
Most men adore It. Why don't you say
Aren't
something?
you
perfectly
thrilled to have a sister who Is the
colonel’s lady?”
Anne was staring at her, eyes dark
as shadowy pools, as If she were seeing her for the first time. “Why, of
course, I am delighted."
“I wanted him to tell you. but he
said It would be better for me to
break the news. Wasn't that thoughtful of him? W'jfnen do love startling
secrets, don't they? And Just think,
Anne, he says that he has never loved
a girl before, and he is nearly forty
years old."

smartest

(

A PHILIPPINE TRAVELOGUE

large city.

Baguio ranges In elevation from
4.50*1 to 5,500 feet and Is surrounded
practically on all sides by high mountain ridges and
“hogsbacks" towering
Into the skies at a
height of almost
8,000 feet.
Aside from the scenery, which is
noteworthy, the great blessing of Baguio Is its temperate climate, which is
indeed a godsend to those
impoverished by the tropical
temperatures of ths
lowlands. Not only Is the mountain
air rich in ozone, but It has been demonstrated to be extraordinarily free
from germs of all kinds.
Each year during the hot season the
school teachers of the entire archipelago are enabled by the government to
spend a month at the teachers' camp
in Baguio for recreation and conference on school work.
American army
officers and their families also go to
Baguio for the hot months.
And now that your traveloguer has
you In Baguio, he believes he will leave
you there, for there are many Interesting side trips to take, and. besides,
Baguio Is the most delightful place for
a vacation In the entire Orient.
C. H. T.
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Millions foe Work at Home.
When the disease was sweeping Central Europe last winter the American
Red Cross, with the aid of the governments of afflicted nations, undertook the
tight against IL
Hospitals were established wherever possible and fool and
clothing were distributed to the undernourished populations, who by reason of their undernourishment were
Where
easy prey to the epidemics.
disorganization contributed last year
to the great Inroads made by the disease, by virtue of Us knowledge >f the
disease and the presence of well established hospital centers, the A'r.ert•an Red Cross this year will undertake
the work with a new confidence
Including the total of JlLOOX sW la
supplies left from the last fiscal year,
the S3L500.000 Is $21,000 00 less than
the eipendltures for 1913-20.
Appropriations for domestic sctlvlles total $13,700,003
The largest Item of this 'home"
budget Is $7,800,000 for civilian relief
work.
This Includes sendee and assistance for families of soldiers sail«rs and marines, and work Incidental
to disaster.
Of the total approprlal«
tlon for civilian relief. $5.00
held In reserve for the carry ing out of
actual disaster relief.
Reduced Overhead Expense.
The Red Cross Invariably Is the first
(nought of a community visited by calamity. With this In mind. It was de'emilned by the Executive Committee
tn preparing the budget of 191920 to
have a fixed reserve fund from which
draw In these Instances.
For assistance to soldiers, sailors
and marines tn hospitals and In camps
this year $1,900,000 has been set aside.
Four million two hundred thousand
dollars has been appropriated for Improvement of health and prevention
the United
of disease throughout
States
during the current twelve
months The Red Cross Is co-operatIng fully with the United States Health
Service In this work and through Its
Junior Red Cross Is doing much to
spread among children the principles
of sanitation. An appropriation of $hto

000,000 has been made for developing
the peace time program of the Red
Cross by service to Its chapters In all
regions.
The appropriation of $48,200,000 U
exclusive of the local expenditures »f
the 3,000 or more chapters.
Administration expenses this year
will be $1,800,000.
Last year they
were $2,300,000.

for workers to come and ask you
for a renewal of your memberthe
ship. Send In your dollar to
nearest
local chapter of tbs
Welcome
American Red Cross.
o
the opportunity and privilege

repledglng your fellowship
promptly answering the

Fourth Roll Call
November 11

25, 1*2®
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